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Abstract 
 The ceramic assemblage from previous excavations at Crystal River (8CI1), a Woodland 
period mound center on Florida’s west-central coast, exhibits variation in temper and surface 
treatments indicative of distinct pottery traditions and, perhaps, social groups. I analyzed 
ceramics from recent, better controlled excavations at Crystal River and the neighboring and 
partially contemporaneous site of Roberts Island (8CI41), using the theoretical framework of 
communities of practice to evaluate this claim.  
Analysis suggests that while some degree of diversity in paste was maintained through all 
four phases, there was greater homogeneity of paste, as well as more mixing of paste categories, 
during Phases 2 and 3. The former was an interval marked by intensive settlement at Crystal 
River, and the dominance of limestone tempered pottery suggests the emergence of a common, 
locally-based pottery making tradition. A switch to sand as a tempering agent in Phase 3 
probably reflects greater dispersal of settlement, and specifically a shift to the occupation of 
coastal islands. 
Trends in surface treatments may also appear to reflect changes in settlement, although 
the pattern here is less straightforward owing to broader trends in ceramic decoration. The vast 
majority of pottery in each phase is plain, but plain pottery is particularly dominant (and the 
diversity of surface treatments correspondingly low) during the peak in settlement in Phase 2. As 
with temper, this may suggest that pottery making practices converged, as initially disparate 
groups lived together in closer proximity, perhaps creating a common social identity. As 
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settlement became more dispersed in Phase 3, pottery making traditions again became more 
diverse. This perhaps reflects increased isolation of households, although it no doubt also stems 
from a regional trend toward more variety in ceramic decoration. In Phase 4, plain pottery again 
became dominant, a trend typical of the terminal Late Woodland. 
In general, the analysis suggests that temper and surface treatment track changes in 
settlement, and thus might be reasonably inferred to also track the extent to which potters shared 
pottery making practices, and perhaps social identities. Communities of practice thus provides a 
useful framework for understanding how social identities are expressed through technological 
and stylistic practices. 
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Chapter One: 
Introduction 
The goal of this research is to contribute to the understanding of how social identities are 
expressed through technological and stylistic practices. Specifically, my research focuses on the 
changes in pottery making practices (including pastes, surface treatments, and vessel forms) 
throughout the prehistoric occupation of the Crystal River and Roberts Island sites in Florida. 
Previous research suggests that the pottery assemblage at Crystal River exhibits significant 
variation in temper and surface treatment (Weisman 1995a), possibly indicative of distinct 
pottery traditions and, perhaps, social groups. However, the assemblage lacks the temporal 
control needed to evaluate this claim. I have analyzed pottery from recent, better controlled 
excavations and well-dated contexts (see Pluckhahn et al. 2015). If pottery practices remain 
diverse through time, this would suggest that the community at Crystal River was comprised of 
disparate social groups that maintained distinct pottery making traditions and identities. 
However, if initial pottery-making practices became more standardized through time, this would 
suggest that initially disparate groups created a common social identity.  
The Crystal River site (8Cl1) is located on the west-central coast of Florida (Figure 1). 
The site served as a ceremonial center for about 1000 years, beginning at least by the first 
century AD and continuing to about cal AD 750, used by both local and distant groups 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015). Crystal River is famous amongst archaeologists due to its connections 
with the Hopewell traditions in the Midwest (Weisman 1995a). The site consists of burial 
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mounds, large and small platform mounds, shell middens, and upright limestone slabs that have 
been referred to as “stelae” (Bullen 1966:227) (Figure 2).  
To the west of and just downstream from Crystal River lies the Roberts Island Shell 
Mound Complex. As defined by Weisman, this complex includes five separate sites originally 
recorded by Ripley Bullen in 1972 (Wesiman 1995b). This complex includes three shell platform 
mounds. No excavations were conducted at this site until the University of South Florida (USF) 
conducted two archaeological field schools in 2012-13 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015). My focus is on 
site 8CI41, the largest site in the complex and the portion conventionally known as Roberts 
Island. This site has an extensive midden. Recent dating of the midden suggests that the 
occupation here began around cal AD 650 and continued to around cal AD 950.  
Figure 1: Roberts Island and Crystal River Florida site locations Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
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Figure 2: General Map of Site Features at Crystal River. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
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The occupation of Crystal River and Roberts Island occurred during the Woodland 
period. Woodland traditions began in the Eastern United States at 1200 BC and lasted until AD 
1000 (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:1; Hudson 1976:55). The Woodland period is divided into 
three sub-periods: Early, Middle, and Late. These three sub-periods represent significant changes 
in society; the widespread use of pottery (Early), the rise and decline of large ceremonial 
networks (Middle), and political fragmentation, increased agricultural practices, and population 
growth (Late) (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:1).  
The Woodland subsistence traditions consisted of similar hunting and gathering practices 
as seen in the preceding Archaic period (8000 to 1000 BC), however, there were some 
modifications, such as, the exploitation of certain foods in the local regions (Hudson 1976:56). In 
some parts of the Southeast, nuts became a staple in the diet, while in other areas---such as 
Crystal River---there was a focus on marine resources. The focus on seasonally abundant 
resources resulted in an increase of underground storage pits, some of which were large enough 
to supple a large quantity of people (Hudson 1976:56). This might have led to a more sedentary 
lifestyle.  
The presence of a more sedentary life during the Woodland period is represented by the 
appearance of sturdy, relatively permanent houses (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:3; Hudson 
1976:56). In coastal areas, the evidence for houses is less common but the development of 
substantial middens suggests more sedentary occupation. Along with sedentism, the Woodland 
period is also characterized by horticulture (especially in the interior, and less so in coastal 
areas), the widespread adoption of locally stylized pottery, and the increase importance of burial 
customs (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:1-2; Hudson 1976:56).  
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The importance of burial customs resulted in the creation of many earthworks, but 
primarily burial mounds. These mounds house anywhere from one to several dozen skeletal 
remains (Hudson 1976:57). The mounds were constructed by carrying baskets of soil or shells 
and ranged anywhere from very small to monumental in size. Not all earthworks were burial 
mounds; some might have been used to elevate the houses of the elite, or to serve as ceremonial 
platforms. Elaborate grave goods, often consisting of decorative pottery, jewelry, and sheets of 
mica cut into various shapes, appear more frequently in the Woodland period sites (Hudson 
1976:57). Some exotic goods can be traced back to the Hopewellian tradition in Ohio and 
Illinois. These goods include: copper panpipes, ear spools, beads, celts, and reel- shaped gadgets 
(Anderson and Mainfort 2002:11-12). However, the influx of these materials was limited mainly 
to a few hundred years of trade, from around 100 B.C. to A.D. 200 (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002:12).  
Woodland period pottery was often tempered with sand or crushed rock (grit) (limestone 
tempered pottery is also very common at Crystal River [Weisman 1995a]), and made by a coiling 
technique. However, there are a wide array of surface treatments, vessel forms, and pastes that 
appear in the southeast during the Woodland period (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:2). The major 
pottery traditions that appear in the Southeast consist of cord and fabric marked (especially 
within the Midsouth and Middle Atlantic), and simple, check, and complicated stamped 
(particularly in the South Appalachian and Gulf coastal regions) (Anderson and Mainfort 
2002:5). For the latter type, to create elaborate decorative designs on the clay, a paddle with 
engravings was sometimes pressed to the wet clay before firing. Other designs include punctated 
made by a sharp pointed instrument and incised designs made by dragging a pointed tool along 
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the wet clay. Common designs on the Woodland period pottery include birds and snakes, 
although most designs are abstract (Hudson 1976:64).  
The Woodland period illustrates the shift from migratory to sedentary lifestyles. By 
extensively utilizing local plant life, Native groups began to settle in regions for part of the year. 
This resulted in the development of earthworks to use as ceremonial centers. These ceremonial 
mounds became a focal point during the Woodland period, which allowed for many Native 
groups to intermingle.  
Crystal River may offer an insight into the complex social interactions between disparate 
social groups at ceremonial centers in the Woodland period. Archaeologists have been 
excavating Crystal River since the early 1900s; however, little analysis has been conducted on 
the communities that occupied the site. By analyzing the material remains, primarily pottery, 
archaeologists may be able to interpret the social identities of these groups.  
C.B. Moore was the first to excavate at Crystal River, commencing work in 1903 (Moore 
1903). Moore excavated 435 burials, within which were a diverse collection of grave goods 
(Milanich 1999:83,119,142). Moore found elaborately decorated ceramics, worked copper, 
stone, and shell artifacts similar to those found on Hopewellian sites in Ohio and elsewhere 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015:21; Moore 1903, 1907). He mapped the site and recorded his excavations 
in detail, providing valuable drawings and photographs for future investigations. However, his 
descriptions pertaining to the ceramics uncovered at the site are lacking in detail and analysis; 
take for example his description of one of the pots recovered from the Main Burial Complex as 
“Vessel No. 36. A small, undecorated, imperforate pot with four feet” (Moore 1907:126). Moore 
focused more on the elaborate decorated ceramic fragments rather than standard sand temper 
material during his first excavation (Moore 1903:84-94). Upon returning for a second excavation 
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at Crystal River, Moore found fragments in the sand that had been tossed out from his previous 
excavations (Moore 1907:121) more elaborate fragments. However, his descriptions and 
analyses of the ceramic artifacts were still limited in terms of scientific data.  
Excavation techniques and descriptions improved greatly in 1951 when Ripley Bullen 
began research at Crystal River. He excavated extensively in the 1950s and 1960s, and 
conducted topographic mapping, which led to the discovery of additional features including three 
additional mounds. However, Bullen focused mainly on ceramic chronology. Bullen’s report 
shows that throughout all the levels three main ceramic styles were uncovered: Pasco Plain, St. 
Johns Plain, and gritty plain (Bullen 1953:195). Bullen began looking at temper types in order to 
formulate a chronology of occupation at Crystal River. He discovered many different ceramic 
series during his excavations. The multiple ceramic series might suggest intensive occupation 
over time (Pluckhahn et al. 2009).  
Excavations at Roberts Island are minimal. In 1972 Bullen collected surface collections 
and documented five sites that complete Roberts Island (Pluckhahn et al. 2015). In 1995a 
Weisman proposed the site was used as both a ceremonial center and a village, though due to 
lack of dating and archaeological terrain maps, it was difficult to fully understand the site 
(Collins and Doering: 2009). The largest site at the complex is 8CI41, which contains the largest 
and best preserved monumental shell platforms, three in total and an extensive midden 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015). Collins and Doering’s research with preliminary GPS mapping on 
Robert’s Island, illustrates a recently corrected site boundary of 8CI40 using sub-meter GPS 
(Collins and Doering: 2009). The rectified location is now being examined for possible spatial 
and directional relationships with the nearby Crystal River site (Collins and Doering: 2009). 
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After Bullen’s excavations, little archaeological research was conducted at Crystal River 
and Roberts Island. In 2008, Thomas Pluckhahn and Victor Thompson conducted a pilot study at 
the site, which included mapping, geophysical survey, and limited coring (Pluckhahn et al. 
2009). This information allowed Pluckhahn, Thompson, and Weisman to gain funding from the 
National Science Foundation for additional investigations of the site (Pluckhahn et al. 2015.) The 
goal of the Crystal River Early Village Archaeological project (CREVAP) is to investigate the 
role and cooperation and competition in early village societies, using Crystal River as a case 
study.   
During the 2012 and 2013 University of South Florida Archaeological Field Schools 
(CREVAP), four trenches were excavated along the curving ridge of the midden that Moore 
referred to as “Midden B” (Moore 1903:79). The midden extended to the south towards Mound 
A and continued east running parallel to the river. However, the extension of the midden was 
destroyed during modern construction. Remnants of the midden are still present in this area and 
may provide more information on the construction of the midden and illuminate the daily 
practices of the peoples that occupied the site. Recent, intensive radiocarbon dating completed as 
part of CREVAP indicates that the midden at Crystal River dates primarily from around AD 150-
750, based on Bayesian modeling of radiocarbon dates on bone and soil-charcoal from the 
midden (Cherkinsky et al. 2014). 
My research focused on ceramics collected from trench excavations completed in the 
2012 and 2013 CREVAP field seasons at Crystal River. Ceramics that were used were recovered 
from four 1-x-1-m test units distributed across four larger test trenches. Trenches 1 and 2 were 
excavated in 2012, and Trenches 3 and 4 in 2013. All of the trenches were excavated in a mix of 
natural and arbitrary 10-cm levels, using 0.125-inch (0.32-cm) mesh to maximize recovery.  
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In addition to the ceramics recovered from these four units at Crystal River, I also 
consider pottery recovered from the nearby and closely related Roberts Island site, located just 
downstream from Crystal River. Roberts Island is a partially contemporaneous mound center, 
with occupation beginning around AD 600 and continuing to about AD 1050 (Pluckhahn et al. 
2015). Specifically, I include ceramics recovered from several 50-x-50 cm shovel tests and one 
1-x-1 m unit excavated in the midden at Roberts Island during CREVAP investigations in 2012.   
University of South Florida graduate students have been working on various projects at the 
Crystal River site in association with CREVAP. Kassie Kemp completed her thesis “Pottery 
Exchange and Interaction at the Crystal River Site (8CI1), Florida” (Kemp 2015); Sean Norman 
completed his thesis “Modeling the Relationship between Climate Change and Landscape 
Modification at the Crystal River Site (8CI1), Florida” (Norman 2014); and Trevor Duke 
completed his thesis “Identifying Humanized Ecosystems: Anthropogenic Impacts, 
Intentionality, and Resource Acquisition at Crystal River (8CI1) and Roberts Island (8CI41), 
Florida” (Duke 2015). My own study, also completed in association with CREVAP, is one of the 
few attempts to understand the identities of the various disparate social groups occupying Crystal 
River. Temper was analyzed by macroscopic and some microscopic analysis. Macroscopic 
analysis included visual identification of temper type based on previously established type 
indicators, such as, Pasco ceramics are identified by limestone inclusions, St. John's ceramics are 
based on a chalky quality and lack of identifiable paste inclusions, and sand tempered sherds are 
usually plain in decoration and have an abundance of sand within the paste. In cases where I 
believe there was possible mix temper practices occurring, or lower abundance levels of each 
paste, microscopic analysis was utilized. Surface treatment was identified by visual inspection 
and reference to publish sources (Rice 1999; Shepard 1954; Willey 1944, 1948). Vessel form 
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was identified by larger rim sherds, based on profiles drawn and measurments. This research will 
not only illuminate the changing ceramic productions during the occupation of Crystal River, but 
also uncover the complex social relations and identities that were present at the time.  
 In order to explain the changing identities at Crystal River, I utilize a theoretical approach 
known as “communities of practice.” As described in more detail in Chapter 2, communities of 
practice theory was created by Lave and Wenger (1991), and states that the daily physical 
practices of a society can influence cognitive behaviors. In their book Situated Learning Theory: 
Legitimate Peripheral Participation, Lave and Wenger (1991:122-123) demonstrate that through 
learning an individual can alter their identity. This theory has influenced archaeologists to think 
about the learning process and how they may reflect and recreate social identities (Eckert 2012; 
Garraty 2013; Lyons and Clark 2012; Roddick 2009; Simon and Burton 1998). Communities of 
practice theory states that those that choose to learn from another community will inevitably 
participate in the sociocultural practices of that community, thereby becoming a member (Lave 
and Wenger 1991:29). This theory provides a way to illustrate the relations between newcomers 
and established members of the community, and how habitual practices can alter an individual’s 
identity (Lave and Wenger 1991:29). If disparate social groups have long periods of interaction, 
it is probable that specific traits or practices of the social groups will change. This framework 
allows archaeologists the opportunity to analyze the fluidity of identities between disparate 
cultures. 
This research will contribute to the understanding of how social identities are expressed 
through technological and stylistic practices. Pottery in the Woodland period was characterized 
by locally stylized pottery (Hudson 1976:56). Indicating that pottery making practices may be 
representative of social identities, as pottery often was stylized by local designs. Analyzing the 
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different pastes, surface treatments, and vessel forms, of the pottery from Crystal River and 
Roberts Island, may provide evidence of distinct pottery making practices or perhaps a mingling 
of different techniques throughout the prehistoric occupation of the sites. Although previous 
research suggests that the pottery assemblage exhibits significant variation in temper and surface 
treatment (Weisman 1995a), the excavations lacked the temporal control needed to evaluate the 
significance of the diverse assemblage. The analysis of pottery uncovered from better–controlled 
CREVAP investigations allows me to form a clearer understanding of pottery making practices 
that were present during the occupation of Crystal River. The pottery data collected from midden 
can better illuminate the social communities that were present, based on attributes of 
manufacture and style.  
In the chapters that follow, I expand upon the theoretical approach (Chapter 2), and then 
describe the methodological approaches that were employed to process the pottery (Chapter 3), 
and tabulate the results of the analysis (Chapter 4). Finally, I discuss how the results illustrate the 
process of identity formation at Crystal River during the Woodland period (Chapter 5) and 
present some suggestions for applying and building upon the results of my study (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter Two:  
Methods 
 
The research will focus on ceramics collected from trench excavations completed in the 
2012 and 2013 CREVAP field seasons at Crystal River. I also considered pottery from well-
dated shovel tests and trenches at Roberts Island. 
All of the trenches at Crystal River were excavated in the curving ridge of the midden 
that Moore referred to as “Midden B” (Moore 1903:79). The midden extended south from 
Mound J to Mound A, and from there continued east, running parallel to the river. However, the 
extension of the midden immediately east of Mound A was destroyed during modern 
construction (Weisman 1995a). Remnants of the midden are still present in this area and may 
provide more information on the construction of the midden and illuminate the daily practices of 
the peoples that occupied the site (Pluckhahn et al. 2015).  
The ceramics assemblages that are the focus of this study were recovered from four 1-x-
1-m test units distributed across four larger test trenches (Figure 3). Trenches 1 and 2 were 
excavated in 2012, and Trenches 3 and 4 in 2013. All of the trenches were excavated in a mix of 
natural and arbitrary levels (mostly 10-cm thick), using 0.125-inch (0.32-cm) mesh to maximize 
recovery. 
The four test trenches provide a representative sample of ceramics from various portions 
of the midden at Crystal River. The trenches were extensively dated, providing excellent 
temporal control (Cherkinsky et al. 2014; Pluckhahn et al. 2015). Bayesian modeling of 
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Phases Start Date End Date
Phase 1 A.D. 125-199 A.D. 180-242
Phase 2 A.D. 238-292 A.D. 441-499
Phase 3 A.D. 521-605 A.D. 671-747
Phase 4 A.D. 779-867 A.D. 902-982
radiocarbon dates suggests that the formation of the midden began around cal A.D. 125 (68 
percent probability) (Pluckhahn et al. 2015). Midden formation was continuously increasing until 
around. cal A.D 521 (68 percent probability), after which it appears to have accrued at a slower 
pace and settlement shifted to Roberts Island. Radiocarbon dates suggest the end of the midden 
formation at Crystal River and Roberts Island occurred by around cal A.D. 982 (68 percent 
probability) (Table 1).  
Table 1: Modelled Radiocarbon Dates for Phases of                                                           
Midden Deposition at Crystal River and Roberts Island, 68                     
Percent Probability (after Pluckhahn et al. 2015: Table 3). 
 
 
 
 
Trench 1 was located east of Mound K on the better-preserved, western portion of the 
midden deposit (Figure 7). This trench measured 1 x 4 m; however, half of the trench intersected 
with one of Bullen’s previous excavation and was not further excavated below a depth of about 
40 cm (Pluckhahn 2015 via correspondence). The other half of the trench was excavated to the 
depth of the water table (Pluckhahn 2015 via correspondence). The south profile of Units 1 and 2 
is illustrated in Figure 3. The uppermost strata (I-III) were relatively dense with shell; stratum I 
was unassigned to phase because of the potential disturbances from modern activities, however, 
Stratum III was dated to Phase 3 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). 
Stratum III transitioned abruptly to an underlying A horizon (Stratum IV) containing 
comparatively little shell (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). Stratum IV also contained several post 
molds and small pits, representing a period of intensive occupation with relatively little in situ 
shell disposal. Radiocarbon dates place this period of intensive occupation in Phase 2. 
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The features originating from Stratum IV intrude into the underlying Stratum V, which is 
comprised of dense shell deposits (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). There was little stratigraphic 
variation in this stratum, but changes in the quantity of oysters by level suggest that there may 
have been breaks between deposits. This observation was backed by radiocarbon dating, which 
indicates that the change in oyster density corresponds with a temporal break between Phases 1 
and 2 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). My analysis includes ceramics from Unit 1, which terminated 
at 140 cm below the ground surface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The South Profile of Units 1 and 2 in Trench 1. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
 
Trench 2, as with all of the remaining trenches, measured 1 x 2 m. This trench was 
located in a portion of the midden that was graded to fill a depression; eventually this area was 
used as a mobile home park (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25) (Figure 7). I analyzed ceramics from the 
western half of the trench, designated as Unit 5. This trench was excavated to a depth of 127 cm 
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below ground surface, where the water table was encountered (Pluckhahn 2015 via 
correspondence). As indicated in Figure 4, the stratigraphic profile is marked at top by a thin O 
horizon and an underlying sand (Strata I and II, respectively) (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). The 
latter represents fill for a trailer pad. Grading of this area probably truncated the midden, but 
below the yellow sand the midden was undisturbed. Stratum III is the underlying midden layer, 
comprised of dark soil with relatively little shell. Several features originate in this stratum at 
slightly different depths, indicating their formation across a relatively long span of time 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). However, radiocarbon dates indicate that these features date to Phase 
2, and confirm and are temporally equivalent to the features present in Trench 1 (Pluckhahn et al. 
2015:25). The features in Trench 2 intrude an underlying layer of dense shell deposits, although 
here the shell appeared to have been deposited in overlapping shell-filled pits rather than as a 
"sheet" of midden as seen in Trench 1 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). Below these pits was a layer of 
very dark soil with comparatively little shell (Stratum IV) (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). A 
radiocarbon date from this stratum was virtually the same as a corresponding date from the 
lowermost level in Trench 1, and places the formation of this layer in Phase 1 (Pluckhahn et al. 
2015:25).A series of post features was noted at the base of Trench 2, but these extended below 
the water table and could not be excavated (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25).  
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Figure 4: Profile of Trench 2. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
 
Trench 3 was located immediately north of Mound A on the main portion of the midden 
(Figure 7). However, excavation revealed that this portion of the midden consisted mainly of 
shell, with relatively little soil (Figure 5). Stratums I and II contained dense shell layers near the 
surface (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25) (Figure 5). As with Trench 1, the uppermost stratum was not 
assigned to phase. Radiocarbon dates place Stratum II in Phase 4 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). 
With Stratum III the soil became dark and the quantity of shell declined, as was the case with 
similar layers in Trenches 1 and 2 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). Also as with these other trenches, 
several features originated from Stratum III However, radiocarbon dates from Stratum III 
indicate a slightly later occupation, in Phase 3 rather than Phase 2 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25).  
Stratum III was underlain by a dense shell layer located in Stratum IV. This shell deposit 
included little soil and no stratigraphic breaks, possibly indicating a rapid depositional episode or 
a deliberate attempt to expand the shell ridge south in association with the construction of 
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Mound A (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25). I analyzed ceramics from the half of the trench that was 
designated as Unit 7. This unit was excavated to a depth of 130 cm below the ground surface 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015:25).  
 
Figure 5: Profile of Trench 3. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
 
Finally, Trench 4 was located on the eastern end of the site near the park ranger’s home, 
where the midden is also well preserved (Figure 7). Stratums I and II contained a mixture of soil 
and shell, but as with the other trenches these were not assigned phases because of the likelihood 
of mixing (Figure 6) (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:26). These upper strata gradually gave way to darker 
soils with less shell in Stratums III and IV. Radiocarbon dates on soil-charcoal samples from 
depths of 42 to 102 cm below surface (cmbs) suggest a period of continuous midden formation 
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during Phase 2 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:26). Stratum V contained even darker soil with dense shell 
and several features, this stratum was also radiocarbon dated to Phase 2 (Pluckhahn et al. 
2015:26). Stratum VI was the lowermost stratum for trench IV and was lighter colored riverine 
sand devoid of oyster and other artifacts (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:26). I analyzed ceramics from 
the northern half of the trench, which was designated Unit 9. This trench was excavated to a 
depth of 135 cm below the ground surface (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:26). 
 
Figure 6: Profile of Trench 4. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
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Figure 7: Map of the Crystal River Site Showing the Locations of Trenches; Source: Dr. Pluckhahn. 
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The excavations of shovel tests and test trenches at Roberts Island were also conducted in 
arbitrary 10 cm levels, and the fill sifted through 0.32-cm (0.125-inch) mesh (Pluckhahn et al. 
2015:27). The shovel tests measured 50 x 50 cm and were to a depth of 1 m where possible. 
Where conditions permitted, a post-hole test was used to extend the floor of the shovel tests an 
additional 30-50 cm (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:27) (Figure 8). Shovel tests indicate that the island is 
almost completely composed of midden material, extending below the modern water, to depths 
of more than 1 m in some areas (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:27). The midden is comprised primarily 
of oyster shell. However, several of the shovel tests revealed an A horizon buried 70-100 cmbs in 
shovel tests both east (Shovel Tests 4 and 6) and west (Shovel Test 7) of the mound; Figure 9 
documents this layer (Stratum III) in Shovel Test 4 (Pluckhahn et al. 2015:27). In contrast with 
the shell-dense and soil-poor layers above, this horizon contains little shell but more soil and 
abundant artifacts. Radiocarbon dating of soil-charcoal from Shovel Test 6 produced a date that 
was consistent with the uppermost midden layers in Trenches 1 and 3 at Crystal River, indicating 
the initiation of settlement at Roberts Island coincided with the decline there during Phase 3 
(Pluckhahn et al. 2015:27).  
In addition to the ceramics from selected shovel tests, I also include pottery from a 
portion of Trench 2 at Roberts Island, which measured 1 x 2 m, and was located within the 
midden. Specifically, it was located within the presumed water court, a circular depression 
ringed by more elevated midden deposits (Pluckhahn 2016 via correspondence). The density of 
pottery in this unit was high, suggesting domestic activities. Below the humus (Stratum I) lay a 
10-20 cm thick layer of black sand loam with abundant whole and crushed shell (Stratum II) 
(Pluckhahn 2016 via correspondence). Stratum III was comprised of a black silt loam with a 
reduced density of shell (Pluckhahn 2016 via correspondence). This lowermost layer continued 
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unchanged to the water table, which was encountered at a depth of only about 50 cm below the 
ground surface, owing to the lower elevation (Pluckhahn 2016 via correspondence). I include 
ceramics from Unit 8, which comprised half of the trench. In contrast with the shovel tests, the 
soils here were thin (ca. 40 cm) owing to the low elevation (Pluckhahn 2016 via 
correspondence).  
An analysis of ceramic sherds has provided insight into the production techniques and 
stylistic preferences of the peoples of Crystal River. Laboratory work was conducted at the 
University of South Florida in the summer of 2014. The identification of ceramic production 
techniques was based on the temper composition, vessel forms, and surface treatments (Figures 
10, 11, and 12).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Site Map of Roberts Island. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
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Figure 9: The West Profile of Shovel Test 4 at Roberts Island. Courtesy of Thomas Pluckhahn. 
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Figure 10: Ceramic Analysis Form, Front. 
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Figure 11: Ceramic Analysis Form, Back. 
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Figure 12: Vessel Analysis Form. 
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Temper was analyzed mainly by macroscopic methods, although some microscopic 
analysis was also conducted (as described below). Macroscopic analysis included visual 
identification of temper type based on previously established type indicators (Goggin 1939, Rice 
1999, Willey 1949). For example, Pasco series ceramics are identified by limestone inclusions; 
St. Johns series pottery exhibits a chalky quality and lack of identifiable paste inclusions; and 
sand tempered sherds usually have an abundance of quartz sand within the paste. During general 
analysis, in cases where I believe there was possible mix temper practices occurring, or lower 
abundance levels of each paste, microscopic analysis was utilized. Magnification of 30X and in 
some cases 40X was used to distinguish very fine particle sizes (0.0625 mm to ≤ 0.125 mm). 
 After general analysis of ceramics was completed, 10 percent of the sherds were chosen 
to be analyzed under a digital microscope in order to estimate relative abundance and size of 
inclusions. This approach borrows from the ceramic petrography of Cordell, who measures the 
relative abundance of temper particles using the ordinal scale categories of frequent, occasional, 
rare, and none (Wallis and Cordell 2013). However, to make the identification both simpler and 
more explicit, I collapsed the common and frequent categories and used a visual estimation chart 
for the abundance of archaeological materials developed by Matthew et al. (1991), which shows 
the frequency of inclusions as a percentage of the total fabric (Figure 13). Thus, Frequent was 
defined as 15 percent or more temper inclusions, Common/Frequent as 10-19 percent, 
Occasional as 6-14 percent, Rare as 1-5 percent, and None as 0 percent.  When inclusions 
constituted more than 5 percent of the fabric, the temper was identified as either sand, limestone, 
shell, or in some cases mixed temper (limestone and sand temper). When inclusions were less 
than 5 percent, the ceramic sherd was identified by the majority temper present, as the inclusions 
were most likely a product of the environment and materials used, rather than purposely added 
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by the pottery makers. When no inclusions were visible, sherds were labeled as temper-less. 
Temper-less sherds found at Crystal River were chalky in texture, a characteristic associated with 
St. Johns or sponge spicule paste (Goggin 1952:101).  
Inclusions in the sherds were also roughly categorized by size (Figures 13). Sand and 
limestone inclusions were classified as fine (0-0.24 mm), medium (0.25-0.49 mm), and coarse 
(0.5 mm and above for sand, but for limestone coarse ends at 1.99 mm. Limestone inclusions that 
exceeded 1.99 mm  or above were designated granule). Figure 14 demonstrates the gross paste 
analysis of a limestone tempered Pasco Plain sherd, by using the digital microscope, the 
magnification was set to 50X. The digital microscope allows objects to be measured using metric 
or standard units of measurement. Figure 14 was set to millimeters, the measurements allow for 
aplastics to be categorized and counted based on particle size, providing evidence of changes in 
temper practices. 
Distinction between natural inclusions and temper are dependent upon whether the 
materials occur naturally in the clay or not. The natural inclusions were identified based on the 
relative abundance of the particles within the sherd in relation to other inclusions (Table 2). For 
example, Pasco pottery is expected to have an abundance of limestone inclusions but if sand is 
present at less than 5 percent, this may indicate natural or accidental inclusions, rather than sand 
being purposely added to the temper. The paste standardization of a great many pottery types 
have been well established; yet exceptions do occur (Shepard 1954). Potters of the various 
settlements within a region may have had the same access to clay, but differences in paste may 
suggest a cultural preference.  
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Inclusions Milimeters (mm)
Fine Sand 0-0.024 mm
Medium Sand 0.25-0.49 mm
Coarse Sand 0.5 and above
Fine Limestone 0-0.24 mm
Medium Limestone 0.25-0.49 mm
Coarse Limestone 0.5-1.99 mm
Granule Limestone 2.0 and above
Sponge Spicules Present/Chalky Quality
                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Frequency of Inclusions in Paste (Mathew, Woods, and Oliver 1991). 
 
 
Table 2: Parameters for Inclusions. 
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Figure 14: CRU9 1113.36C Limestone Temper Sherd with Measurements. 
 
Surface treatment was identified by visual inspection and reference to publish sources 
(Goggin 1952; Rice 1999; Shepard 1954; Willey 1944; Willey 1948). Typical surface treatments 
that appear at Crystal River include check stamped, incised, punctated, red filmed, and 
complicated stamped (Weisman 1995a). 
After body sherds were identified with respect to temper and decoration, no further 
examination of the sherds was undertaken for most of the specimens. However, in the case of rim 
sherds that exceeded 5 percent of the orifice diameter, further examination was conducted to 
identify vessel form and use wear. Use wear was evaluated through attributes such as fire 
clouting, sooting, and attrition. Carbonization patters that appear on the external surface can be 
due to a number of factors such as; the type of fire wood used, the distance the vessel was from 
the fire, hearth arrangement, are contents boiled with or without water, and temperature (Skibo 
2013:63). Internal carbonization can be from charring of food or the temperature (Skibo 
2013:63). Attrition occurs when the vessel surface is removed from abrasive or nonabrasive 
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processes (Skibo 2013:119). In order to prevent abrasions, potters often increased the firing 
temperatures or applied a polish to the external surfaces (Skibo 2013:119). Primary reasons for 
attrition on surfaces may be from cooking, cleaning, or storing; secondary reasons include travel 
from on location to another, or changing the function of the vessel from a cooking vessel to a 
storage vessel (Skibo 2013:120).  
The final aspect analyzed is the range of vessel forms in the assemblage, or what is often 
referred to as the Minimum Number of Vessel analysis (MNV) (Voss and Allen 2010). This 
analysis was limited to rim sherds of sufficient size, where the form and orifice diameter of the 
vessel could be reasonably extrapolated. For these larger rim sherds, I drew the vessel profile and 
classified the vessel form with reference to established references (e.g., Wallis 2011; Willey 
1949), as described below. To identify the diameter of the vessel, I used a rim chart or radius 
chart. Sherds representing 5 percent or more of the total orifice diameter were used to determine 
the minimum of vessels present in the assemblage. The diameter of the rim sherds and the shape 
of the profile provided an idea of the vessel form; open bowl, unidentified (UID) unrestricted, 
UID restricted, double bowl, flattened- globular bowl, cup, or a jar. 
 Open bowls have a greater diameter than compared to the height of the vessel and the 
bases are often rounded or flattened (Wallis 2011:145). Bowls were identified as either restricted 
or unrestricted. The greatest width of a restricted bowl is below the lip of the vessel; with an 
unrestricted bowl the greatest width is located at the lip or opening of the vessel (Wallis 
2011:151). UID restricted and UID unrestricted are sherds that are unidentifiable due to lack of 
size, but maintain enough of the original vessel lip to determine if the greatest width of the vessel 
is below the lip or at the opening.  
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Double bowls are two bowls that are conjoined, separated by thick walls (Wallis 
2011:166). This bowl is easily identified based on the conjoined dual lobes. Due to the rarity of 
this type of vessel form on the east coast of the United States, it is likely that any fragments 
resembling this shape were used as specialized mortar wares (Wallis 2011:166).  
Flattened- globular bowls are variable in appearance due to a variety of heights, often 
ranging from half to nearly equal the size of the diameter (Wallis 2011:154). This vessel is easily 
identified based on the globular shape, which is apparent even in a fragmented state. These 
vessel forms used in both a ceremonial and household context (Wallis 2011:154). 
Cups have a diameter that is equivalent to the base, similar to the open bowl vessel form, 
however on a smaller scale, ranging from 5cm to 13cm in diameter (Wallis 2011:160-162). 
These vessels were likely used as serving vessels for individual portions of food and drink, as 
well as, containers for mortuary offerings (Wallis 2011:160). 
Jars are divided into two categories collared and small jars. The collared jars have a 
longer neck that accounts for one-third to two-thirds of the vessel form (Wallis 2011:157). In 
contrast the small jars are similar to small bowls or cups with a wide diameter and a round or 
flattened base (Wallis 2011:161). Due to the extent of occupation at Crystal River a variety of 
vessel forms appeared in the midden collection, including; jars, bowls, and a double lobe bowl. 
There are a variety of tempers, vessel forms, and surface treatments present in the midden 
collection. Extensive radiocarbon dating of the test units, combined with observations of 
stratigraphy, allow me to assign levels to four phases that were identified through Bayesian 
chronological modeling (Pluckhahn et al. 2015). I was able to compare any changes in temper 
and surface treatment through time by using summary statistics and exploratory data analysis. I 
also compared the assemblages from different phases and units using both traditional frequency 
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seriation methods and chi-square tests. Simpson’s D Equitability index was implemented to 
measure the richness of pottery types between phases (formula D = (n / N)
2
). The data 
collected from this research provides a better interpretation for Crystal River and an in-depth 
analysis of the ceramic present in the midden. 
Archaeological case studies, such as Garrety (2013), Brumfiel (2004), Silliman (2001), 
and Zych (2013), provide the necessary background and support in determining the cultural 
practices of the region and time period. These articles focus on the theoretical approach known 
as communities of practice, which examines the physical representations of social identity. This 
will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter, highlighting previous archaeological studies 
conducted in the southwestern United States.  
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Chapter Three: 
 Theory 
Theoretical Perspective 
Communities of practice theory derives from practice theory, which was developed 
primarily through the work of Bourdieu. As summarized by Ortner (1984:148), practice theory 
describes and analyzes the relationships between agency and structure (Ortner 1984:148). 
Ortner’s (1984) work examines the history of anthropological thought, highlighting specific 
elements that fail to use structure and agency effectively. Practice theory seeks to explain the 
relationship(s) that exist between human action, on the one hand, and some global entity which 
we may call “the system”, on the other (Ortner 1984:148).  
Practice theory analyzes the relationships between structure and agency; however, it is 
the concept of habitus that bridges the divide between agents and structure. Habitus is the 
unconscious understanding of the past and how it guides an individual’s behavior (Bourdieu 
1990). Habitus is not a fixed state; it can be changed under unexpected situations or over a long 
period of time. Habitus enacts structure through individual behavior, meaning they are not 
separate, but in fact work together to create a society’s identity (Bourdieu 1990). Technology can 
influence social relationships between different groups (Dobres 2000:109). As such, when the 
behavior is altered (learning) the structure changes as well, creating new identities. It is through 
habitual behaviors that individuals can learn new practices and incorporate them into their daily 
life.  
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For the purpose of this research I used communities of practice theory in order to explain 
changing identities at Crystal River. Communities of practice theory was created by Lave and 
Wenger (1991), and states that the daily physical practices of a society can influence cognitive 
behaviors. In their book Situated Learning Theory: Legitimate Peripheral Participation, Lave 
and Wenger demonstrate that through learning, an individual can alter their identity (1991:122-
123). This theory has influenced archaeologists to think about the learning process and how they 
may reflect and recreate social identities (Roddick 2009; Simon and Burton 1998). 
Communities of practice theory posits that learners inevitably participate in communities 
of practitioners, and that gaining knowledge, requires outsiders to move towards full 
participation in the sociocultural practices of that community (Lave and Wenger 1991:29). This 
theory provides a way to illustrate the relations between outsiders and established members of 
the community, and how habitual practices can alter an individual’s identity.  
Lave and Wegner use apprenticeship examples to illustrate the cognitive changes that 
habitual behavior can have on an individual. In their example of apprenticeship of Yucatec 
midwives in Mexico, apprenticeship occurs through daily life practices. A Maya girl may 
become a midwife based on familial lineage; midwifery is usually handed down in family lines 
(Lave and Wenger 1991:68). Girls in these families acquire knowledge about procedures during 
the course of growing up, including medical uses of herbs and remedies (Lave and Wenger 
1991:68). The apprentice begins with only hearing stories about midwife duties, and then 
progresses to running errands, observing midwife duties, and being present and assisting at 
births. These different levels and kinds of participation often result in the girl becoming a 
midwife (Lave and Wegner 1991:68). In this ethnographic case, teaching is not central to 
learning or the changing of the girls identities. It is through observation and practice that the girls 
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slowly begin to change their identity within the community. Only after years of observation and 
aiding with births does a girl become a midwife, changing her status and identity in the 
community. 
Another example from Lave and Wenger (1991) provides a more detailed view of the 
fashioning of identity. In their example of a nondrinking alcoholic in Alcoholics Anonymous 
(AA), an apprentice nondrinking alcoholic attends several meetings a week in the presence of 
peers, whose practice and identities are established from the community of AA (Lave and 
Wenger 1991:79). Recovering addicts share their stories of addiction and the processes of 
becoming sober, allowing newcomers to understand what the comprehensive community is about 
(Lave and Wenger 1991:80). Goals (i.e., twelve steps) are enacted for the newcomers 
(“apprentices”) to guide them from an observer to a participant in the AA community. After the 
goals are accomplished, the apprentice becomes a master (nondrinking alcoholic) and begins to 
mentor newcomers. The main business of AA is the reconstruction of identity (Lave and Wenger 
1991:80). An individual shares personal stories and identifies the moment when they knew they 
were alcoholics. Common threads of behaviors are found within the personal stories of the 
nondrinking alcoholics; this allows newcomers to relate and determine if they themselves are 
ready to admit to their addiction. The ethnographic cases from Lave and Wenger (1991) address 
different facets of apprenticeship. The Yucatec case illustrates how learning can occur without 
direct teaching, and the AA community utilizes language and participation in order to formulate 
a lesson plan (Lave and Wenger 1991:69, 86).  
If apprenticeship is a form of education in which work and learning are related, then 
newcomers experience complex and changing relations with the structure of production (work) 
and the structure of apprenticeship (learning) (Lave and Wenger 1991:86). Kapucu (2012) 
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conducted a study that focused on the university classroom environment and how students faired 
when placed in a community of practice (Kapucu 2012:604). When students were engaged in 
activities with classmates, they not only learned the lesson, but also strengthened the friendship 
network with their peers. However, when students were not engaged in activities or with 
classmates, learning declined and cliques were formed amongst the students (Kapucu 2012:604). 
Kapucu states that classes should be structured in a way that not only promotes learning but also 
social interaction, if the community relations were strong, there was a higher percentage of 
students that understood the lesson. The identities of the students changed significantly with 
engaging practices, allowing the separation of cliques to diminish and strengthen the group’s 
relation. 
If disparate social groups have long periods of interaction, it is probable that specific 
traits or practices of the social groups will change. In the case of the Yucatec midwives Lave and 
Wenger illustrate that, through enculturation, girls will slowly gain the title (or identity) of 
midwife. It is only through observation and repeated practicing that the girls’ identities were 
changed. Similarly, individuals in the AA program changed their identities as alcoholics to 
former alcoholics, through observing other members and adhering to the goals of the community. 
Lave and Wenger have developed a theoretical framework that focuses on how identities are 
altered through practice. This framework allows archaeologists the opportunity to analyze the 
fluidity of identities between disparate cultures. 
Archaeological Case Studies  
Archaeological excavations in Arizona, Bolivia, the American Southwest, and the 
American Southeast provide key examples of the manifestation of identity through ceramic 
production. Considering the mound features found at the Aztalan site in Wisconsin, Zych (2013) 
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determines that the Late Woodland sub-mound space was transformed into a Middle 
Mississippian monument not by means of coercion or cooptation, but rather, “through socially 
integrative practices creating a space that symbolized a new pluralistic community” (Zych 2013). 
The congregation of multiple groups created a community of shared practices and ideas, which 
resulted in the alteration of group practices and identity. Different social groups coexisted in the 
same region and maintained their diverse identities during their occupation of the area. However, 
one mound shows evidence of blending disparate group practices, leading to a merging of group 
identities, and creating a new pluralistic community (Zych 2013). Though it is difficult to assign 
social reasons when discussing monument building, archaeological evidence at the Aztalan site 
supports this claim through the changes in technological practices during the occupation of 
various groups. Mound building does provide archaeologists with evidence of a physical 
manifestation of identity, through ceramic production techniques this materialization of identity 
is more easily perceived. 
Garraty’s (2013) work considers the way ceramic decorations reflect different social 
identities among tribes in southeastern Arizona. The vessels at the Mescal War site in Arizona 
show a change in stylistic approaches through time. Garraty highlights the use of decorated 
serving vessels as a media for expressing social identity under conditions of political competition 
and instability (Garraty 2013). Over time there is a change in the practice of ceramics which may 
suggest a change in social ideas (Garraty 2013). Garraty’s case may be similar to that of Crystal 
River, as the Mescal War site appears to have been occupied by many social groups over time. 
Mescal War illustrates various techniques used in pottery, however in the later archaeological 
record there is a shift in the practices which demonstrate a single practice emerging. Garraty 
argues that this represents political or social instability within the larger community. 
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Lyons and Clark (2012) analyze a wider regional area in the Southwest that may provide 
a clearer view of communities of practice in ceramic production. They examine the spread of the 
Salado culture by looking at a pottery tradition known as Roosevelt Red Ware. The Roosevelt 
Red Ware is a widespread southwestern pottery tradition that appeared and disappeared between 
A.D. 1275-1450 (Lyons and Clark 2012:19). Researchers in the 1920s linked the emergence and 
spread of Roosevelt Red Ware to the influx of immigrants from the north (Lyons and Clark 
2012:31). However, Lyons and Clark argue that the spread of the pottery tradition was due to 
passing the information down not only to each tribe the immigrants encountered, but through 
their own offspring as well. They present practice theory and situate learning theory 
(communities of practice) in order to illuminate the continuity and change of craft productions in 
the southwest. An analysis of the Roosevelt Red Ware vessels from 77 archaeological sites in the 
southwestern United States was conducted prior to Lyons and Clark’s study. The data indicated 
that despite the wide area from which the vessels derived, they shared similar traits, which may 
suggest the use of a common template among disparate social groups (Lyons and Clark 
2012:29). The pottery tradition divided into two segments in A.D. 1390, reflecting eastern and 
western practices. This is attributed to the decline of relationships, failure to accesses the same 
materials, and the emergence of mutually defining identities (Lyons and Clark 2012:31). This 
study illustrates how learning emerges and dissipates within the material record.  
Another archaeological case that examines a wider range of communities of practice is 
provided by Eckert (2012), who analyzed two polychrome (decorative) practices conducted by 
the Zuni in the fourteenth century. The two decorative styles she analyzes are the Heshotauthla 
and Kwakina. Eckert argues that although the decorative processes are different, the overall 
production (i.e. temper, vessel size, and glaze) are the same. This suggests that the two styles of 
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pottery share a common template, or as Eckert states, a common practice (Eckert 2012:61). She 
suggests that the data indicates a shared community of practice among potters in the Zuni region, 
perhaps reflecting an effort to maintain a shared identity (Eckert 2012:61). Eckert uses 
communities of practice to formulate her concept of community of identity, which states that 
cultural groups divided by geographical areas may still have a common group identity (Eckert 
2012:62). This approach to communities of practice emphasizes the idea of having an identity 
that derives from a common ancestry (Eckert 2012:63). Despite different migration routes taken 
by their ancestors, the people still maintained a portion of their original Zuni identity. In contrast 
to other archaeological cases that illustrate disparate social groups merging or changing their 
traditional practices, the groups associated with the Heshotauthla and Kwakina traditions 
originated from a single social group. This study examines an interesting scenario where two 
social groups maintain two separate identities based on oral histories, but also share one common 
identity through Zuni descent.  
Roddick (2009) examines the relationship of communities and pottery with three social 
groups in Bolivia. A communities of practice approach stresses the social entanglements between 
learning and identity, and drives the analysis of the subtle changes in production sequences and 
their related consumption practices. Social relations become further entangled between groups as 
technological differences are encountered (Roddick 2009). Roddick examines differences 
between technological practices as social relations between the three group’s increases. This 
examination led to the conclusion that, as social relations between group’s increases, the more 
technological changes are seen. From this, Roddick uses communities of practice to explain that 
the groups become more similar through time due to this interaction.  
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Similarly, Simon and Burton (1998) analyze the social identities of groups based on 
ceramic production techniques from sites in Central Arizona dating A.D. 1270-1450. Changes in 
ceramic technology are related to spheres of influence, networks of familial, ethnic, and other 
social connections, and exchange of cultural tradition (Simon and Burton 1998). Simon and 
Burton explains that the changes in ceramic technologies occur when social relations between 
groups are entangled. Once groups settle in a community together their individual (group) 
identities begin to alter and/or change completely, into a new practice or a current (dominant) 
practice of a group (Simon and Burton 1998). Simon and Burton's article does not specifically 
use communities of practice theory to explain this change in identity, however, the examination 
of social relations between groups through technological changes does have merit in the pursuit 
of this research. This article provides evidence that through social interaction changes in practice 
and identity occur. Disparate social groups at Crystal River were thoroughly entangled for almost 
1000 years. This may have led certain social groups to alter their behaviors and practices, 
ultimately changing their identity.  
Sassaman and Rudolphi illustrate a group near the Savannah River in Georgia that 
underwent a transition in pottery practices approximately 4,500 years ago in the Late Archaic 
period (Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001:409). Despite active trade and social relations with outside 
groups the group near the Savannah River did not alter their practices. However when marriage 
alliances began to form pottery practices began to change within families. Pottery practices 
began to incorporate punctated designs on the vessels. These changes were similar to the 
surrounding communities groups in Georgia (Sassaman and Rudolphi 2001:421). This argument 
illustrates that changes in technology occur based on familial ties rather than through observation 
or trade. However, Sassaman and Rudolphi only focus on the cultures in the Savanna River 
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region; this limits their argument significantly as they do not consider areas that have a larger 
occurrence of disparate social groups gathering for ceremonial events. Perhaps looking at these 
areas in greater detail will provide a better understanding of societies of merging identities.  
Sassaman's (1998) work demonstrates not all communities that interacted together, 
altered pottery making practices. Sassaman (1998) looks at the technological changes in Late 
Archaic pottery in the Southeast. He considers social variation and social action as integral to the 
process of technological diffusion. Technology is not simply a tool used to extract energy (food, 
resources) from the environment, but to assert cultural and social identities (Sassaman 
1998:125). The technology can predict labor organization, patterns of disparate groups 
interacting, and territorialism of a specific group (Sassaman 1998:125). The early potters that 
Sassaman examines, demonstrates that although disparate social groups are in communication 
and trade together, they still maintain their separate practices and therefore their identities.  
These case studies provide evidence for practices that influence identities among social 
groups. When communities of practice is used in an archaeological context it can reveal the 
cognitive behaviors of past cultural groups. Sites can be interpreted through the craft production 
processes in the archaeological record. As illustrated when disparate social groups congregate in 
the same region for a length of time, traditional practices that represent the individual groups, 
such as mound building and ceramic production, were altered when the groups occupied the 
same region (Garraty 2013; Roddick 2009; Simon and Burton 1998; Zych 2013). It is assumed 
that production styles change when these disparate social groups interact. Therefore it stands to 
reason that these changing productions can represent the change in social identity as well. We 
have seen a number of cases that examine the role of identity in the material world. Communities 
of practice emphasizes the group practices at the expense of the individual, and directs research 
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to focus only on the practices during the learning processes. However, the concept of habitus 
forefronts the individual and so allows researchers to examine indemnities in the archaeological 
record. Habitus unlike communities of practice allows the inclusion of daily practices along with 
those that participate during the learning process. Thus, if we can integrate the concept of habitus 
into communities of practice, we can better understand the behaviors found in the archeological 
record.  
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Chapter Four: 
 Results 
I analyzed 6,332 sherds from the Crystal River and Roberts Island middens. Of these, 
4,569 sherds are from the Crystal River assemblage and 1,763 from Roberts Island. However, 
about 59 percent of these (N=3,737) were too small or eroded for identification and thus 
classified as residual. This left 2,595 sherds for more detailed analysis. As described in the 
preceding chapter, analysis consisted of visual identification through macroscopic methods and 
low microscopic magnification set at 20x and 40x. I begin by examining variation in temper and 
surface treatment across units and by level. I then considered variation in these same attributes 
between well-dated contexts, which allows me to discuss change by phase. Finally, I summarized 
the MNV and gross paste analyses; these subsamples are too small to compare variation across 
collections units or phases, although I make some tentative observations with regard to the latter.  
Variability in Temper and Surface Treatment by Collection Unit  
The majority of the identifiable sherds are plain in surface treatment with only 7.5 
percent bearing decoration (from the N=2,595). Decorative types or surface treatments include 
incised, simple stamped, complicated stamped, check stamped, and punctated. By temper, 55 
percent of the identifiable sherds are limestone-tempered (Pasco series), 34.3 percent are sand 
tempered (Swift Creek and Weeden Island series), 1.1 percent are sponge-spicule tempered (St. 
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Johns series), 9.5 percent are mixed temper (limestone and sand), and 0.1 percent are shell 
tempered. 
  Across all units at Crystal River it appears that the dominant temper present is limestone 
(Tables 3, 4, 5, 6). The assemblage of identifiable pottery from Unit 1 is 65.8 percent limestone 
tempered, compared with 70.9 percent in Unit 5, 74.1 percent in Unit 7, and 64.3 percent in Unit 
9. Sand temper accounts for between 10 and 30 percent of the total assemblage of identifiable 
pottery from each unit. St. Johns tempered falls between 1 and 5 percent throughout all four 
units. The percentage of mixed temper sherds varies across units: 1.4 percent in Unit 1, 15.1 
percent in Unit 5, 11.2 percent in Unit 7, and 17.2 percent in Unit 9.  
 Shovel tests 4, 6, 7, 11, and Unit 8 from Roberts Island primarily consists of sand 
tempered pottery (74.6 percent) from the identifiable pottery (Tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 11). Shovel Test 
4 contains 50 percent sand tempered, compared with 98.8 percent in Shovel test 6, 20.4 percent 
in Shovel test 7, 75.6 percent in Shovel Test 11, and Unit 8 which contains, 70.3 percent. 
Limestone tempered pottery fluctuates greatly between shovel tests and Unit 8. Shovel test 7 
contains 70.4 percent of limestone sherds, 37.5 percent in Shovel Test 4, 5.8 percent in Shovel 
Test 11, and 14.2 percent in Unit 8. Shovel test 6 did not recover any limestone tempered sherds. 
St. Johns tempered sherds ranges from 12.5 to 0.9 percent at Roberts Island. Very few St. Johns 
sherds were found, which is similar to the Crystal River assemblage. Mix tempered sherds do not 
appear in Shovel Tests 4 and 6. However, 7.4 percent were identified in Shovel Test 7, 16.27 
percent in Shovel Test 11, and 14.6 percent in Unit 8.   
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Test Unit 1
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 540 723.4
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 163 1329.4 90.56
Wakulla Check Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 1 13.2 0.56
unidentified check stamped 4 22.0 2.22
Weeden Island Red 1 1.6 0.56
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate 1 4.5 0.56
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
unidentified incised 1 6.3 0.56
Carrabelle Incised
SJ Scored 1 23.4 0.56
Ruskin Linear Punctate
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Deptford linear check 7 28.1 3.89
unidentified cord marked 1 18.6 0.56
Total sand tempered 180 1447.1 30.93
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 380 4158.8 99.22
unidentified incised 1 6.3 0.26
Pasco checked stamped 1 8.6 0.26
Pasco simple stamped 1 26.9 0.26
Total limestone termpered 383 4200.6 65.81
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 11 47.4 100.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 11 47.4 1.89
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 7 176.9 87.50
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered 1 2.3 12.50
total other and mixed temper 8 179.2 1.37
Total Identifiable 582 5874.3 100.00
Table 3: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 1.  
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Test Unit 5
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 1159 1830.8
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 94 624.3 90.38
Wakulla Check Stamped 1 4.0 0.96
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 4 23.0 3.85
unidentified stamped 1 13.0 0.96
Weeden Island Red 2 6.5 1.93
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate 1 3.0 0.96
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
UID complicated stamped
Carrabelle Incised
UID incised
Ruskin Linear Punctate
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Indian Pass Incised
Deptford sand 1 14.0 0.96
Total sand tempered 104 687.8 12.98
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 558 4523.6 98.24
UID incised
Pasco Red 10 69.8 1.76
discoidal or hone
Total limestone termpered 568 4593.4 70.91
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 7 75.0 87.50
Dunns Creek Red 1 1.0 12.50
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 8 76.0 1.00
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 121 981.4 100.00
plain, fullers earth?
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 121 981.4 15.11
Total Identifiable 801 6338.6 100.00
Table 4: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 5. 
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Test Unit 7
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 314 276.7
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 10 41.0 83.33
Wakulla Check Stamped
Deptford Sand 1 6.0 8.33
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
unidentified stamped
Weeden Island Red 1 19.0 8.33
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
UID complicated stamped
Carrabelle Incised
UID incised
Ruskin Linear Punctate
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Indian Pass Incised
UID linear check stamped
Total sand tempered 12 66.0 10.34
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 86 604.2 100.00
UID incised
Pasco Punctated
discoidal or hone
Total limestone termpered 86 604.2 74.14
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 5 226.2 100.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 5 226.2 4.31
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 13 29.6 100.00
plain, fullers earth?
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 13 29.6 11.21
Total Identifiable 116 926.0 100.00
Table 5: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 9. 
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Test Unit 9
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 1565 2873.2
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 147 950.2 83.05
Wakulla Check Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 2 28.0 1.71
unidentified check stamped 1 7.3 1.13
Weeden Island Red 7 52.0 3.95
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
UID complicated stamped 2 6.3 1.71
Carrabelle Incised
UID incised
Ruskin Linear Punctate
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Indian Pass Incised
UID linear check stamped
Total sand tempered 177 1043.8 17.58
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 624 5275.7 96.45
UID incised
Pasco Punctated
Pasco Red 23 152.4 3.55
Total limestone termpered 647 5428.1 64.25
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 8 28.8 100.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 8 28.8 0.79
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 173 435.3 98.86
mix, incised 1 11.2 0.57
plain, shell tempered 1 8.0 0.57
total other and mixed temper 175 454.5 17.38
Total Identifiable 1007 6955.2 100.00
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 8. 
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Test Unit 8
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 232 311.4
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 155 1102.6 96.87
Wakulla Check Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
unidentified check stamped
Weeden Island Red 3 14.0 1.87
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
unidentified simple stamped 1 34.5 0.63
Carrabelle Incised 1 5.4 0.63
Ruskin Linear Punctate
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Deptford linear check
unidentified cord marked
Total sand tempered 160 1156.5 70.48
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 32 280.7 100.00
unidentified incised
Pasco checked stamped
Pasco simple stamped
Total limestone termpered 32 280.7 14.09
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 2 19.5 100.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 2 19.5 0.88
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 33 254.3 100.00
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 33 254.3 14.53
Total Identifiable 227 1711.0 100.00
 
 
Table 8: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 4. 
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Shovel Test 4
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 101 86.7
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 27 102.9 50.00
Wakulla Check Stamped 20 206.5 37.00
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 5 41.2 9.20
unidentified check stamped
Weeden Island Red
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Ruskin Dentate Stamped
unidentified simple stamped
Carrabelle Incised
Ruskin Linear Punctate 1 41.5 1.90
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Linear check 1 4.3 1.90
unidentified cord marked
Total sand tempered 54 396.5 90.00
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 3 10.0 100.00
unidentified incised
Pasco checked stamped
Pasco simple stamped
Total limestone termpered 3 10.0 5.00
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 2 5.2 100.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 2 5.2 3.30
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 1 1.6 100.00
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 1 1.6 1.70
Total Identifiable 60 413.2 100.00
 
 
Table 9: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 6. 
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Shovel Test 6
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 421 422.6
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 116 813.0 43.30
Wakulla Check Stamped 115 1079.1 42.91
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 13 60.1 4.85
unidentified simple stamped 6 50.0 2.23
Weeden Island Red
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Dentate Checked Stamped 1 6.5 0.37
unidentified checked stamped 10 31.3 3.74
Carrabelle Incised
Rectilineal Stamped 2 47.5 0.74
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Linear check 4 23.3 1.49
unidentified incised 1 3.5 0.37
Total sand tempered 268 2066.8 97.10
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 3 28.2 100.00
unidentified incised
Pasco checked stamped
Pasco simple stamped
Total limestone termpered 3 28.2 1.09
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 2 8.4 67.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped 1 2.5 33.00
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 3 10.9 1.09
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 1 2.9 50.00
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered 1 4.0 50.00
total other and mixed temper 2 6.9 0.72
Total Identifiable 276 2112.8 100.00
 
 
Table 10: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 7. 
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Shovel Test 7
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 91 68.6
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 12 101.6 100.00
Wakulla Check Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
unidentified simple stamped
Weeden Island Red
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Dentate Checked Stamped
unidentified checked stamped
Carrabelle Incised
Rectilineal Stamped
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned)
Linear check
unidentified incised
Total sand tempered 12 101.6 17.91
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 40 513.2 100.00
unidentified incised
Pasco checked stamped
Pasco simple stamped
Total limestone termpered 40 513.2 59.71
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 1 4.0 11.11
Dunns Creek Red 8 26.0 88.89
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 9 30.0 13.43
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 6 42.5 100.00
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 6 42.5 8.95
Total Identifiable 67 687.3 100.00
 
 
Table 11: Summary of Temper and Surface Treatments Represented in Test Unit 11. 
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Shovel Test 11
N G %N identifiable
unidentifiable residual 665 545.3
sand tempered Franklin/Weeden Island Plain 67 375.3 70.50
Wakulla Check Stamped 9 52.8 9.50
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped 2 8.0 2.10
unidentified simple stamped 8 47.1 8.43
Weeden Island Red
Weeden Island Zoned Punctate (Zoned) 4 11.6 4.22
Weeden Island Zoned Incised/Punctate
Dentate Checked Stamped
unidentified checked stamped 1 2.7 1.05
Carrabelle Incised
Ruskin Linear Punctated 2 11.6 2.10
Weeden Island Punctated (not zoned) 1 9.1 1.05
Linear check 1 3.2 1.05
unidentified incised
Total sand tempered 95 521.0 80.50
limestone tempered Pasco Plain 7 33.1 87.50
unidentified incised
Pasco checked stamped 1 10.9 12.50
Pasco simple stamped
Total limestone termpered 8 46.0 6.80
St Johns-like St Johns Plain 3 9.5 75.00
Dunns Creek Red
St Johns Check Stamped
St Johns Simple Stamped
St Johns Incised 1 1.0 25.00
St Johns Punctated
Total St-Johns like 4 10.5 3.38
other and mixed temper plain, mixed sand/limestone 11 65.1 100.00
mix, incised 
plain, shell tempered
total other and mixed temper 11 65.1 9.32
Total Identifiable 118 642.6 100.00
 
 
Variability in Temper and Surface Treatment by Level 
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Within Unit 1 of the Crystal River assemblage, sand tempered sherds are the most 
abundant in level 1 at 68.2 percent. However, by level 2, limestone tempered sherds become 
more abundant (57.1 percent) as sand tempered drops to 36.6 percent, mix temper also increases 
slightly from 0 percent in level 1 to 2.7 percent in level 2. Mix temper drops back to 0 percent 
only rising in level 8 to 5.8 percent.  St. Johns is relatively low for the entire 15 levels, remaining 
under 10 percent. St, Johns is at its height in level 1 (9.1 percent) (Figure 15).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Unit 1 Tempers by Level. 
 
Surface treatment is primarily plain, but decreases to 50 percent at level 15. The decrease 
in plain surface treatment is replaced by check stamped consisting of 50 percent of the 
assemblage. Other decorative types rises in level 12 as well (17.6 percent), though variety is 
abundant, the quantity for each type is relatively low. There are no complicated stamped sherds. 
Swift Creek complicated stamped and red filmed are 7.14 percent in level 10 and 3.3 percent in 
level 9 respectively (Figure 16).   
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Figure 16: Unit 1 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
Unit 5 consists primarily of limestone tempered sherds throughout all the levels. In level 
7 and 11 limestone dips to 60 percent and 25 percent respectively. Sand temper remains below 
15 percent until level 6 and 7, where it increases to 25.3 percent and 32 percent respectively. 
Level 11 sand temper is 50 percent of the assemblage, where limestone and mixed temper are 
only at 25 percent. However, in level 10 sand temper drops to 5.3 percent and limestone consists 
of 89.5 percent of the total assemblage. Mix tempered sherds are far more abundant throughout 
all 11 levels than previously seen in Unit 1. Fluctuating between each level from 20.2 percent in 
level 2 to 9.6 percent in level 3, and dropping from 27 percent in level 5 to 13.3 percent in level 
6. St. Johns sherds are still relatively low, remaining between 0- 1.6 percent, however, in level 4 
sherds increase to 5 percent (Figure 17).   
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Figure 17: Unit 5 Tempers by Level. 
 
Surface treatments are almost all plain throughout all levels. There are no check stamped 
sherds. Complicated stamped, Swift Creek complicated stamped, red filmed sherds, and other 
decorative types, never reach beyond 5.3 percent of the total assemblage. Though some 
decorative types appear in every level, the richness is very low (Figure 18). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18: Unit 5 Surface Treatments by Level. 
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Limestone temper is abundant in all the levels in Unit 7, however, in level 8 sand temper 
goes from 0 percent to 60 percent, and limestone decreases from 100 percent to 40 percent of the 
assemblage. Mixed temper only appears in levels 1-3 (4.2, 8.7, 26.4 percent respectively), which 
is the latest occupation period. St. Johns only appears in level 1 at 8.3 percent of the total 
assemblage (Figure 19). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19: Unit 7 Tempers by Level. 
 
Plain decorative type is almost 100 percent across the levels. In level 8, it decreases to 80 
percent where other surface treatment rises to 20 percent. There are no checked stamped or Swift 
Creek complicated stamped present. Red filmed only appears in level 1 at 4.2 percent and 
complicated stamped only appears in level 2 at 4.4 percent (Figure 20).  
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Figure 20: Unit 7 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
In Unit 9, limestone temper remains the most abundant temper type through all levels. 
Only decreasing in level 10 to 46 percent where sand temper increases from 5.3 percent in level 
9 to 43 percent in level 10, each consisting of half of the assemblage. Mixed temper fluctuates 
between each level, dropping from 7.7 percent in level 7 to 1.8 percent in level 8, only to once 
again increase to 7 percent in level 10. St. Johns type remains under 5 percent of the total 
assemblage, and is not present in levels 11-14 (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21: Unit 9 Tempers by Level. 
 
Plain decorative type consists of almost 100 percent throughout all the levels. There is an 
increase in red filmed sherds in this unit accounting for 9.5 percent in level 1 and levels 8-11 
(5.6, 5.3, 7, and 7.7 percent respectively). Other surface treatments increase from 0 percent to 3.8 
percent at level 7 (Figure 22).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: Unit 9 Surface Treatments by Level. 
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At Roberts Island sand temper dominates almost all levels in Unit 8. Only dropping from 
85.2 percent to 18 percent in level 4. Limestone and mixed tempers increase during level 4 to 60 
and 21 percent respectively. Surprisingly, by level 1 the latest occupation time, sand and St. 
Johns accounts for 50 percent of the assemblage each, though this is due to the minimal amount 
of sherds present during this level (1 sherd for each) (Figure 23).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 23: Unit 8 Tempers by Level. 
 
There is little that can be said about surface treatments from Unit 8. The assemblage is 
almost consistently 100 percent plain through all four levels. Level 3 contains 1 sherd (1.1 
percent) of red filmed, and level 4 is comprised of 1 percent for both red filmed and other 
decorative types (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24: Unit 8 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
In shovel test 4, sand temper consists of 50 percent of the assemblage in level 2-4, and 
jumps to 100 percent for levels 5-9. Limestone is present in units 2 and 10 (16.7 and 3.3 percent 
respectively), the remaining levels have 0 limestone sherds. St. Johns type is 50 percent of 
assemblage in unit 3, but dramatically drops off to 0 percent by level 4. No mix temper is present 
in any level (Figure 25).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25: STP 4 Tempers by Level. 
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Plain pottery is abundant in level 2-3 (88.3 and 100 percent) by level 4 it decreases to 50 
percent with other decorative types increase from 0 percent to 50 percent of the assemblage. 
Again, although the other types are varied, the richness is low. Check stamped emerges in level 
5-10, level 8 is all checked stamped pottery. Whereas levels 2-4 have no checked stamped 
pottery. Swift Creek complicated stamped reaches (25 percent) at level 9. Then decreases, as 
plain and checked stamped become prominent (50 percent each) (Figure 26).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: STP 4 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
Shovel test 6 level 1 contains only sand temper sherds. In level 4 sand temper disappears 
completely and limestone consists of 100 percent of the assemblage, but in level 5-9 sand temper 
once again is the most abundant type. St. Johns temper is only present in levels 3 and 9 (12.5 and 
1 percent), the remaining levels have 0 sherds. Mixed temper is not present in any level (Figure 
27).  
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Figure 27: STP 6 Tempers by Level. 
 
Plain pottery is the most abundant in levels 1-6, however, in levels 7-9  it decreases from 
100 percent to 50, 2.8, and 39.3 percent respectively. Levels 7-9 checked stamped pottery 
increases (50, 97.2, and 57 percent). Swift Creek complicated stamped appears in level 9 at 3.7 
percent. No complicated stamped, red filmed, or other decorative types are not present (Figure 
28).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: STP 6 Surface Treatments by Level. 
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Shovel test 7 fluctuates between different temper types between each level. Level 1 St 
Johns comprises 100 percent of the tempers present, a 100 percent of the tempers in level 2 is 
sand, level 4 is mixed temper, and level 5 consists only of limestone. However, it should be 
noted that there is only one sherd per level. Limestone temper continues to be abundant in levels 
7-9, dropping to 25 percent in level 10. Level 10 Sand temper becomes more frequent (58.3 
percent). St. Johns and mixed temper reappear in level 10 at (4.2 and 12.5 percent respectively) 
(Figure 29).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29: STP 7 Tempers by Level. 
 
Surface treatments are 100 percent plain in levels 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9. In level 10, plain 
drops to 95.8 percent as red filmed decorative type emerges (4.2 percent). There is no presence 
of check stamped, complicated stamped, Swift Creek complicated stamped, or other decorative 
types (Figure 30). 
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Figure 30: STP 7 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
In shovel test 11, sand temper is the most abundant until level 5, where mixed temper 
increases from 0 to 50 percent of the assemblage.  St. Johns and limestone temper remain under 
10 percent of the total assemblage, until level 7, where limestone temper increases to 20 percent. 
By level 5 St. Johns type is no longer present. In level 10 sand and mixed tempers are the 
majority at (54.8 and 40.5 percent respectively), there are no St. Johns types present, and 
limestone only consists of 4.7 percent (Figure 31).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31: STP 11 Tempers by Level. 
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Plain surface treatment once again is the most abundant type present in all levels. 
However, other decorative types vary between each level. Level 1 and 2 checked stamped 
consists of 25 and 75 percent of the assemblage. By level 3 checked stamped disappears, only to 
re-emerge in level 4 (14.3 percent), gradually increasing until level 6 where it decreases. Levels 
9-10 there are no checked stamped present. Level 3 and 7 have a higher abundance of other 
types, than previously seen in other units or shovel tests. However, the types vary greatly, 
indicating a wide variety of potters, rather than a set style being chosen over another (Figure 32). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32: STP 11 Surface Treatments by Level. 
 
 In all of the units and shovel tests, most of the identifiable pottery is plain, ranging from 
50 to 100 percent (with STP 4 level 8 2.8 percent and STP 6 level 5 33.3 percent as the 
exceptions). However, there is a minority of decorated wares offering some richness including; 
St Johns scored, incised, complicated stamped, check stamped, linear, and red filmed. Although 
plain sherds are the dominant stylistic practice, check stamped techniques are used more 
frequently than other stylistic designs during the early occupation of both sites.  
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 In summation, there is relatively minor variation in surface treatments and temper across 
collection units and shovel tests. This suggests that there was relatively little variation in the 
pottery that was made and used in the village at any given point in time. However, there was 
considerable variation in these attributes through time across the village as a whole, as the next 
section demonstrates.   
Variation by Phase 
In this section, I combine the assemblages from the well dated contexts described in 
Chapter 1. I begin by looking at variation in temper and surface treatment.  
During Phase 1, limestone tempered (51.4 percent) and sand tempered (46.0) dominate 
and are almost evenly distributed (Table 12). Mixed temper sherds contribute 2.7 percent. No St. 
Johns sherds are present in the Phase 1 assemblage. Although the sample size is small for this 
phase, the lack of St. Johns appears to indicate that this type only appears later at Crystal River. 
Surface treatments in Phase 1 consist only of plain (78.4 percent) and check stamped (21.6 
percent) (Table 13). The latter are sand tempered and presumably of the type Deptford Check 
Stamped.  
During Phase 2, there is a dramatic decrease in the relative frequency of sand tempered 
pottery (19.9 percent), with a corresponding increase in limestone tempered (71.2 percent), and 
mix tempered (9.8 percent). The emergence of mix tempered (limestone and sand) sherds 
indicates that pottery making practices begin to change in Phase 2. St. Johns pottery appears for 
the first time in Phase 2 but it remains a very small percentage (1.1 percent) of the overall 
assemblage. 
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Surface treatments in Phase 2 display greater variety than in the previous interval, with 
plain, check stamped, complicated stamped, red filmed, incised, and simple stamped all 
represented. However, the Phase 2 assemblage is not varied; plain surface treatment dominates 
the phase again at 96.4 percent. Check stamped (again, presumably Deptford Check Stamped 
since all of the sherds are sand tempered) decreases from Phase 1 to 0.1 percent, indicating that 
preference for this design treatment diminished over time. Complicated stamped pottery, 
consisting of Swift Creek complicated stamped, appears for the first time as a minority ware at 
0.5 percent.  Red filmed also appears for the first time and is slightly more common at 2.2 
percent; this is Weeden Island Red Filmed. Also appearing for the first time, are incised 
(probably Weeden Island Incised) at 0.2 percent, and simple stamped (Deptford Simple 
Stamped) at 0.2 percent. The remaining 0.4 percent of the assemblage is unidentifiable with 
regard to surface treatment.  
Overall the diversity in temper and increased variety of surface treatments may indicate 
new groups moving to the area during Phase 2. This would be consistent with the observation by 
Pluckhahn et al. (2015) that the size and permanence of the village increased dramatically during 
this interval.  
In Phase 3, we see a reversal of trends in temper from Phase 2, with sand temper again 
dominant (83.2 percent). The diversity of temper decreases dramatically, in regards to the 
relative frequency of limestone temper (15.6 percent), while mixed tempered (0.38 percent) and 
St. Johns (0.8 percent) temper categories remain low in abundance during Phase 3.  
While temper shows a decline in Phase 3 relative to Phase 2, surface treatments show the 
opposite trend. Plain drops to 59.9 percent, leaving almost 40 percent of the sherds decorated. 
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Check stamped (here probably including mainly the Wakulla Check Stamped type) increases to 
34 percent. The remaining surface treatments are lower in frequency, but they illustrate that 
decorative practices were varied during Phase 3. Complicated stamp (again, the Swift Creek 
variety) consists of 5 percent of the Phase 3 assemblage, incised of 0.4 percent, and the 
remaining 0.8 percent of the assemblage is unidentifiable.  
Sand tempered pottery (64.3 percent) remains dominant during Phase 4, although less so 
than in the previous phase. With the slight decline in the relative frequency of sand, there are 
corresponding increases in limestone (20.3 percent), St. Johns (1.3 percent), and mixed temper 
(14 percent).  
Plain surface treatments overwhelmingly dominate the Phase 4 assemblage at 
86.3percent. However, there is a continued variety of minority types: check stamped comprises 
8.7 percent of the assemblage, complicated stamped 0.4 percent, red filmed 0.6 percent, incised 
0.6 percent, punctated 0.8 percent, and dentate 0.4 percent. The remaining 2.3 percent of the 
assemblage is unidentifiable. The high frequency of plain surface treatments throughout all four 
phases but particularly in Phase 4, indicates a strong preference for this practice.  
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Temper n %
Phase 1 Pasco 19 51.35
Sand 17 45.95
St. Johns 0 0
Mix Temper 1 2.70
Phase 2 Pasco 1260 71.23
Sand 317 19.92
St. Johns 19 1.07
Mix Temper 173 9.78
Phase 3 Pasco 41 15.65
Sand 218 83.21
St. Johns 2 0.76
Mix Temper 1 0.38
Phase 4 Pasco 107 20.30
Sand 339 64.33
St. Johns 7 1.33
Mix Temper 74 14.04
SurfaceTreatment n %
Phase 1 Plain 28 78.38
Checked Stamped 8 21.62
Complicated Stamped 0 0
Red Filmed 0 0
Other 0 0
Phase 2 Plain 1705 96.39
Checked Stamped 2 0.11
Complicated Stamped 9 0.50
Red Filmed 39 2.20
Other 14 0.80
Phase 3 Plain 157 59.93
Checked Stamped 89 33.97
Complicated Stamped 13 4.96
Red Filmed 0 0
Other 3 1.14
Phase 4 Plain 455 86.33
Checked Stamped 46 8.73
Complicated Stamped 2 0.38
Red Filmed 3 0.57
Other 21 3.99
Table 12: Percentage of Tempers According to Each Phase. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 13: Percentage of Surface Treatments According to Each Phase. 
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To test the significance of the variation I observed in temper categories by phase, I first 
employed a chi-square test. This test compares observed and expected values. If there are large 
differences between expected and observed data this would suggest that the differences are due 
to some factor other than chance. The null hypothesis states that there is no difference between 
temper or attribute types across phases. The alternative hypothesis states that there is a 
statistically significant difference between temper types across phases. The chi-square of temper 
types is 1508 with a p-value of <0.001, which is considered extremely statistically significant. 
Therefore, I can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis that temper types 
vary greatly between phases. 
I also employed a chi-square test to determine if the differences in surface decorations 
that I observed across phases are statistically significant. As the observed and expected values 
for dentate, punctate, incised, simple stamped, and unidentified stamped decorative categories 
are less than five, these were condensed into a single “other” category for the chi-square test. The 
chi-square of attribute types is 627.7 with a p-value of <0.001, which is considered extremely 
statistically significant. Therefore, I can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative 
hypothesis: surface attributes vary greatly between phases. 
To further characterize variability by phase, I employed Simpson’s D and E measures of 
diversity and equitability, respectively. Diversity considers both the total number of categories 
that are represented (richness) and the evenness of their relative abundance (equitability). For 
Simpson’s D, the proportion of species i relative to the total number of species (pi) is calculated 
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and squared; the squared proportions for all the species are then summed, and the reciprocal is 
taken: 
 
Equitability (ED) is calculated by taking Simpson's D and expressing it as a proportion of the 
maximum value D could assume if individuals in the community were completely evenly 
distributed (Dmax): 
  
Equitability takes a value between 0 and 1, with 1 being complete evenness (The Institute for 
Environmental Modeling 1999). 
These indices indicate that the greatest diversity and equitability of temper are seen in 
Phase 1 (Table 14). Phase 1 is represented by sand and limestone tempers, with the exception of 
one mixed tempered sherd.  Diversity and equitability decrease slightly in Phase 2, as settlement 
at Crystal River intensified and limestone temper came to dominate the assemblage. In Phase 3, 
diversity and equitability are at the lowest and sand becomes the overwhelming choice for 
temper; this corresponds with a dispersal in population. By Phase 4, diversity and equitability are 
similar to Phase 1, with an increase in the use of both limestone and mixed tempers, though sand 
temper is still rich.  
Similar to the values for temper, diversity and equitability are reasonably high for surface 
treatments in Phase 1. Only two surface treatments are used, plain and check stamped (see Table 
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Temper Surface
Simpson's D Simpson's E Simpson's D Simpson's E
Phase 1 2.20 0.73 1.60 0.76
Phase 2 1.80 0.60 1.10 0.12
Phase 3 1.40 0.36 2.10 0.61
Phase 4 2.10 0.68 1.30 0.32
14). In Phase 2, diversity and equitability decline with the decrease in check stamping and an 
overwhelming dominance of plain. In contrast to temper types, in Phase 3 surface treatments 
actually become more diverse and equitable; this is due to the increase in check and complicated 
stamped types. In Phase 4, there is again a decline in diversity even as more surface treatments 
are present, owing to the overwhelming proportion of plain pottery (see Table 13).  
Table 14: Simpson’s D and E Index of Tempers and Surface Treatments.  
 
 
 
Vessel Form Analysis  
A total of 64 rim sherds of sufficient size and uniqueness were chosen for MNV analysis 
(see appendix for further details). Of these 64 individual vessels identified, 59.8 percent of the 
rims represent open bowls, 14 percent restricted bowls, 6.2 percent unidentifiable restricted 
orifice, 9.4 percent unidentifiable unrestricted orifice, and 6.2 percent flattened globular bowl. In 
addition, the categories double-lobed bowl, plate/dish, small jar, and collared jar each contribute 
1.6 percent of the total assemblage.   
The majority of the open bowls are either sand tempered or limestone tempered, at 20.3 
percent and 17.2 percent respectively. The majority of restricted bowls, UID restricted, and UID 
unrestricted bowls are limestone tempered. The small jar, collared jar, and plate/dish are sand 
tempered. Flattened globular bowls are primarily limestone tempered at 75 percent the remaining 
25 percent of the bowls are sand tempered.  
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Rim form is not diverse, with 70.3 percent of all sherds having direct rims, 25 percent 
folded, 1.6 percent flanged, and 1.6 percent notched. Lip analysis is similar with 57.8 percent of 
all rims exhibiting rounded lips, 29.7 percent flat, 7.8 percent with both pointed, and 4.7 percent 
for notched lips. The majority of the rim sherds represent open bowls with direct rims and 
rounded lips.  
The temper types of the rims are primarily limestone (70.4 percent). Of which 57.8 are 
direct rims, Sand temper characterizes 20.3 percent of the vessels the majority of which are 
either direct or folded rims. Mixed temper 7.8 percent, all of which are folded rims. The majority 
of rounded lips are limestone tempered at 37.5 percent. Notched lips only consist of mix 
tempered and sand tempered sherds, consisting of only three sherds. Pointed/tapered lips are 
limestone or sand tempered, with only 5 sherds. Twenty-nine point seven percent of the sherds 
have a flat lip shape, of which 52.6 percent are limestone tempered, 31.6 percent at sand 
tempered, and 15.8 percent are mix tempered.   
Surface treatments are mainly plain, consisting of 77.8 percent of the total MNV 
assemblage. Other surface treatments and types included Wakulla checked stamped (10.9 
percent), UID incised (1.6 percent), Pasco incised (1.6 percent), Pasco stamped (1.6percent), 
Weeden Island red (1.6 percent), and Pasco red (3.1 percent).  
 Twenty-eight sherds had interior and exterior indications of either being placed by a fire 
or attrition from use. Fire clouding was observed on 4.7 percent of the vessels, sooting on 12.5 
percent, and attrition on 26.6 percent.  
The small size of the MNV sample precludes systematic comparison of change in vessel 
form through time. This is particularly true of Phase 1, which is represented by a single rim. This 
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limestone temper sherd is of an unidentified vessel form with unrestricted orifice, with a direct 
rim and a flat lip. The vessel shows attrition on the exterior. Obviously, this single vessel 
fragment offers little toward the discussion of temporal changes in vessel form.  
Phase 2 makes up the majority of the MNV sample, contributing 83.3 percent of the 
assemblage. Of the 45 rim sherds associated with Phase 2, 73.3 percent are tempered with 
limestone, 17.8 percent with sand, and 8.9 percent with mixed tempers. Surface treatments are 
primarily plain (86.7 percent). Minority surface treatments include red filmed, Pasco simple 
stamped, unidentified incised, and Pasco incised (2.2 percent each) and Pasco red (4.4 percent). 
There is diversity in vessel form. Although open bowls dominate (62.2 percent), the Phase 2 
MNV assemblage also includes restricted bowls (15.5 percent), unrestricted bowls (8.9 percent), 
unidentified restricted (6.7 percent), flattened globular bowls (4.4 percent), plates/dishes (2.2 
percent), and collared jars (2.2 percent).  Rims also vary, with 84.4 percent direct, 15.5 percent 
folded, 2.2 percent flanged, and 2.2 percent notched. Lips are rounded (55.6 percent), folded 
(13.3 percent), flat (35.5 percent), notched (4.4 percent), and pointed (4.4 percent).  The widths 
of folded rims in Phase 2 range from 2.1-8.2 mm. In brief, the MNV analysis suggests that in 
Phase 2 the majority of vessels were plain open bowls with direct rims and rounded lips, 
although there are a number of variations that occur with low frequency. 
 The Phase 3 MNV assemblage consists of only 10 sherds, 70 percent of which are 
limestone tempered and 30 percent tempered with sand. Surface treatments are primarily 
decorative (60 percent), with only 40 percent plain. Although the sample size is obviously small, 
there is diversity in vessel form, with the range including open bowls (40 percent), restricted 
bowls (20 percent), unidentified unrestricted bowls (20 percent), one flattened globular bowl (10 
percent), and one small jar (10 percent).  Rims are split between direct (40 percent) and folded 
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(60 percent). Fold widths in Phase 3 ranges slightly more widely than in the previous phase, from 
1.8-9.8 mm. Lip forms consist of 70 percent rounded, 10 percent flat, and 20 percent pointed. In 
sum, open bowls with rounded lips still dominate this phase, although folded rims are more 
common than direct. The diversity of vessel forms also seems slightly higher, although the small 
sample size makes this difficult to say with certainty. 
 The Phase 4 MNV assemblage consists of 8 sherds. In terms of temper, 75 percent are 
limestone, 12.5 percent are sand, and 12.5 percent are mixed. Surface treatments are primarily 
plain (75 percent), with only 12.5 percent decorative. There is very little variety in vessel form; 
only open bowls (87.5 percent) and flattened globular bowls (12.5 percent) are represented. Rims 
are evenly split between direct (50 percent) and folded (50 percent). The range of rim folds 
skews higher than in previous phases, from 5.0-13.1 mm. Lip forms consist of 62.5 percent 
rounded, 12.5 percent flat, 12.5 percent notched, and 12.5 percent pointed. In sum, during Phase 
4 there is a continued preference for open bowls, now with either direct or folded rims and 
rounded lips.  
Gross Paste Analysis 
As noted above, the macroscopic analysis of temper revealed a number of sherds with 
evidence for mixing of temper categories, suggesting possible convergence in pottery production 
practices. To examine this possibility in greater detail, and to check for variation in temper 
categories that might have been missed by macroscopic sorting, my analytical focus shifted to 
microscopic differences in temper. Of the 2,595 sherds that were analyzed macroscopically, a 10 
percent sample of each major temper category was selected at random for more intensive 
analysis of paste with a digital microscope using 50x magnification. A total of 230 sherds were 
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analyzed in this manner. In the macroscopic sorting I identified 53 percent as Pasco (limestone 
tempered), 26.1 percent as sand tempered, 3.9 percent as St. Johns (speculate temper), and 17 
percent as either mixed temper or other. Before summarizing changes in these assignments, it is 
instructive to examine a few examples.  
Sample CRU9 1113.36C was identified as limestone tempered sherd. Figure 33 shows a 
cross section of this sherd. My gross paste analysis revealed that this sherd consisted of very 
dense fine, medium, and coarse limestone inclusions. Within the assemblage limestone sherds 
varied in the size and density of limestone inclusions; some fragments consisted of very fine 
limestone, others only course or granule size, and others exhibited both small and large 
fragments. CRU9 1113.36C provides a basis for what typical features to look for when 
identifying limestone sherds macroscopically. Other inclusions within limestone sherds were 
sand particles; often the density of these inclusions suggested these inclusions were mixed 
temper, rather than incidental inclusions. 
Specimen CRU1 645.28C, illustrated in Figure 34, is a sand temper sherd. My analysis 
revealed that it has a high density of fine, medium, and coarse sand inclusions.  Within the 
assemblage, sand sherds varied in the size and density of sand inclusions. Some fragments 
consisted of very fine sand and others exhibited both small and large fragments; however, the 
majority of the sand temper sherds contained very fine sand particles. Other inclusions within the 
sherds were limestone particles, and in many cases the density of these inclusions indicated they 
were deliberate temper inclusions. Sherds that contained a small quantity of limestone, for 
example one sherd had a single particle, identification was not changed to mix temper as the 
inclusion was rare, possibly indicating an accidental inclusion, rather than chosen. 
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Figure 35 shows a cross-section of sample CRU1 601.19, a sherd identified as St. Johns 
temper.  St. Johns temper sherds were identified based on the chalky quality of the surface and 
the lack of any apparent aplastics under visual inspection; the sponge spicules that are typical of 
this ware are difficult to see without higher powered magnification. My analysis of sample 
CRU1 601.19 revealed a white inclusion that may be degraded sand or shell located within the 
paste. One other St. Johns sherds exhibited similar inclusions, consisting of either sand or shell 
remnants. St. Johns sherds were poorly represented in the gross paste sample (5.22 percent), 
thereby limiting the amount of comparison I can draw.   
 
Figure 33: CRU9 1113.36C Limestone Temper Sherd. 
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Figure 34: CRU1 645.28C Sand Temper Sherd. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35: CRU1 601.19 St. Johns Temper Sherd. 
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Mixed temper sherds appear to have a variety of densities of sand and limestone 
inclusions. Sherd CRU9 1160.38A (Figure 36) has frequent fine sand, fine limestone, and 
medium limestone, with occasional coarse limestone inclusions. Sample CRU9 1160.38B 
(Figure 37), although recovered from the same unit and level as CRU9 1160.38A, contains a 
higher density of medium and coarse limestone inclusions rather than a high frequency of sand 
and limestone. Ranking of inclusions were as follows: fine sand as occasional, medium sand as 
rare, fine, medium, and coarse limestone as frequent, and finally granule limestone ranks as 
occasional (see Figure 37). Sample CRU9 1145.43 (Figure 38) contains frequent fine sand, 
occasional coarse sand, frequent medium limestone, and occasional coarse limestone; this sherd 
has a more even density and distribution of sand and limestone inclusions. Another variation on 
mixed temper is represented by sample CRU9 1099.49C (Figure 39), with frequent fine and 
medium sand, occasional coarse sand and medium limestone. Sample CRU5 657.56B (Figure 
40) is similar, with frequent fine sand, but with fine, medium, and coarse limestone. Finally, 
sample CRU5 644.64E exhibits sand inclusions located primarily on the center of the core with 
limestone inclusions surrounding it; the overall paste includes occasional fine sand and coarse 
limestone, and frequent fine and medium limestone (Figures 41). Together, these sherds 
demonstrate the considerable variability exhibited in the mixing of sand and limestone tempers.  
About one-half (46.7) percent of mixed temper sherds in the gross paste sample have 
high densities of fine limestone inclusions (see Figure 36 for an example). One-third (35 percent) 
of mixed temper sherds have high densities of medium limestone inclusions (see Figure 37). 
Thirty- eight point three percent of mix temper sherds have high densities of coarse limestone 
inclusions that range from 0.50- 1.99 mm (see Figure 38). About 13.3 percent of mix temper 
sherds have low densities of granule limestone inclusions, ranging from 2.0mm and above. Last, 
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58.3 percent of mix temper sherds have high densities of fine sand temper, which is difficult to 
identify due to the size of the inclusions (see Figures 39-41).  
In addition to clarifying the nature of mixed temper sherd, the gross paste analysis was 
conducted as a check on the macroscopic identifications. The microscopic analysis demonstrated 
that 5.6 percent of the sherds were misidentified with only visual inspection (Table 15). The 
remaining 94.4 percent were correctly identified through macroscopic analysis. Much of what is 
identified as limestone contained other aplastics, such as sand. As such, much of what was 
identified as mixed temper is misidentified; it seems that other inclusions are often overlooked 
due to the conspicuous presence of limestone. Sand temper is often very fine in particle size, and 
thus hard to identify to the naked eye. Other sherds that were initially identified as sand temper 
in fact contained fine particles of limestone that were mistaken for sand inclusions. Sherds 
identified as mixed temper were generally found to be mixed with sand and limestone inclusions; 
however, limestone was quite dense in many cases, often causing misidentification as purely 
limestone, rather than mix tempered.  
In the following chapter, I discuss my interpretation of the analysis, highlighting 
primarily the changes in temper preference during Phases 1-4. My interpretation is supported by 
recent literature on social identity and pottery making practices.  
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Table 15: Summary of Changes in Temper Classification Based on Gross Paste Analysis. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36: CRU9 1160.38A Mix Temper Sherd (Limestone and Sand Inclusions). 
Macroscopic Assessment N Gross Paste Assessment %
Pasco 122 Limestone 53.0
Mixed: Sand and Limestone 0.9
Mixed 60 Mixed: Sand and Limestone 26.1
Pasco 1.3
Sand 0.4
Sand 39 Sand 17.0
Mixed: Sand and Limestone 1.7
St. Johns 9 Spicule 3.9
Mixed: Sand and Limestone 1.3
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Figure 37: CRU9 1160.38B Mix Temper Sherd (Limestone and Sand Inclusions). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38: CRU9 1145.43 Mix Temper Sherd (Limestone and Sand Inclusions). 
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Figure 39: CRU9 1099.49C Mix Temper Sherd (Limestone and Sand Inclusions). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40: CRU5 657.56B Mix Temper Sherd (Limestone and Sand Inclusions). 
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Figure 41: CRU5 644.64E Mix Temper (Limestone and Sand Inclusions)  
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Chapter Five: 
Discussion  
Potters at Crystal River and Roberts Island made choices—probably both deliberate and 
unconscious—regarding pastes and decorations, and these choices persisted across phases. In the 
case of Crystal River and Roberts Island, we see both the maintenance of distinct pottery making 
practices and a convergence in the form of mixed tempering (see also Kemp 2015). I suggest that 
this pattern reflects the intermingling of differing communities of practice, but to a varied extent 
over time and in relation to changes in settlement. 
Variability in Temper and Surface Treatment by Collection Unit and Levels 
Although limestone temper dominates both the overall assemblage and the sub-
assemblages of most collection units, there is some variation in units at Crystal River. For 
example, in Test Units 5 and 9 at Crystal River, there are higher relative frequencies of both 
limestone and mixed temper sherds. In Unit 5 level 10, mixed temper is more abundant, 
coinciding with the increase to limestone temper. This is congruent with the phase- by- phase 
analysis, as it corresponds with the Phase 2 time period. A period of intense occupation and a 
noticeable preference from sand tempered to limestone tempered pottery making practices. In 
contrast, Unit 1 level 1 and Unit 7 level 8, exhibit a much higher relative frequency of sand 
tempered pottery than other units. These differences mainly appear to reflect the effects of time 
and the growth of the village. Radiocarbon dating and Bayesian modeling indicate that the 
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sediments in Units 5 and 9 developed mainly in Phase 2, when limestone tempering became 
dominant. Unit 1, on the other hand, has a better representation of both earlier and later phases, 
when sand was more commonly favored (the same is true of Unit 7, but the pottery assemblage 
from this unit is small).  
The assemblage from Roberts Island is similar to those from Crystal River, again 
consisting primarily of sand tempered and limestone tempered pottery. However, limestone 
temper is significantly less abundant here than sand temper. Shovel test 4 and 11 are abundant in 
sand temper throughout all levels. There is also little presence of mix-tempered sherds. Again, 
these trends appear to reflect occupational history more than social difference; Roberts Island 
was occupied in Phases 3 and 4, when sand tempering became dominant.   
 Surface treatments are fairly redundant in the midden assemblages from Crystal and 
Roberts Island. Most of the identifiable pottery from all collection units is plain. However, check 
stamped sherds appear consistently throughout the occupation, and especially in Phases 1 
(presumably representing Deptford Check Stamped) and 4 (reflecting Wakulla Check Stamped). 
As can be seen in Unit 1 level 13-15, (consisting of 20, 28.6, and 50 percent respectively during 
Phase 1), shovel test 4 level 5-10 (consisting of 66.7, 50, 100, 75, and 43.3 percent respectively 
during Phase 4), and shovel test 6 level 3 and 8 (consisting of 37.5 and 97.1 percent respectively 
during Phase 4). The remaining surface treatments, though representing a number of different 
types, each contribute relatively little of the total pottery from any given unit. This contrasts with 
the assemblages from the Main Burial Complex, where Kemp (2015) noted greater frequencies 
of decorated types. The discrepancy suggests that potters preferred to save elaborate stylistic 
designs for mortuary purposes, rather than daily use. 
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Variation in Temper and Surface Treatment by Phase  
As noted above, time seems to have been the primary factor influencing changes in 
temper and surface treatment. With a chi-square value of 1508 with a p-value of <0.001, the 
differences in temper across phases is extremely significant. The chi-square of attribute types is 
627 with a p-value of <0.001, which is also considered extremely statistically significant. 
Therefore, I can reject the null hypotheses and conclude that temper and surface types both vary 
greatly among phases.  
During Phase 1 (cal AD 125-242) sand and limestone tempers are evenly represented 
(Figure 42) and the assemblage is thus both reasonably diverse and highly equitable. Meanwhile, 
however, there is very little mixed temper pottery, and there are no St. Johns sherds present. 
Similar to temper, surface treatments in Phase 1 are divided between check stamped and plain, 
creating a relatively high diversity and equitability measures.  
Pluckhahn and colleagues (2015) (see also Thompson et al. 2015) suggest that the 
settlement of Crystal River was seasonal during Phase 1, with the site serving as a ceremonial 
center for a dispersed population. The division in temper, in particular, suggests disparate groups 
were coming together at Crystal River during this interval. These groups retained distinct pottery 
making practices. As this is the earliest date of occupation, a shared community of practice had 
yet to be developed.   
In Phase 2 (cal AD 238-499) the relative frequency of sand temper decreased drastically, 
while the use of limestone and mixed tempers increased (see Figure 42).  As a result, both the 
diversity and equitability of temper types declined from Phase 1. In terms of surface treatment, 
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plain pottery makes up more than 96 percent of the combined Phase 2 assemblage. The diversity 
and equitability of surface treatments is thus lower for Phase 2 than for any other interval.  
Pluckhahn et al. (2015) suggest that the village at Crystal River grew to its maximum 
extent during Phase 2. The village also appears to have become occupied year-round (Thompson 
et al. 2015). The changes in pottery are consistent with the assumption that the greater size and 
permanence of the village contributed to a blending of formerly disparate pottery making 
traditions. Specifically, locally available limestone may have become a preferred temper for 
potters that were now based permanently at Crystal River (compared with the surrounding 
islands, where limestone was probably less readily available). In a more general sense, the 
community at Crystal River may have been both a settlement and a seasonal stop for many 
disparate groups that moved throughout the area.  
During Phase 3 (cal AD 521-747) (see Figure 42) we see a reversal of several of the 
trends that were noted for Phase 2.  Sand temper dominates and limestone decreases 
dramatically, as do mixed and St. Johns tempers (see Figure 42). As a result of these changes, 
both the diversity and equitability of temper types decrease in Phase 3. On the other hand, 
however, the diversity and equitability of surface treatment increases. Plain pottery continues to 
dominate, but in Phase 3 there is a better representation of check stamped and, to a lesser extent, 
complicated stamped pottery (see Figure 43).  
Pluckhahn et al. (2015) note that Crystal River witnessed a decline in settlement in Phase 
3, while Roberts Island was occupied for the first time. This may have been part of a dispersal of 
settlement to the outlying islands as sea levels dropped. Perhaps as a result of this dispersal, 
potters and their social groups were interacting with each other less frequently than in Phase 2. 
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One might expect this to lead to higher diversity and equitability in pottery, and this is true of 
surface treatments. On the other hand, however, temper became less diverse and less equitable, 
owing to the prominence of sand. Sand would have been a more readily available tempering 
agent than limestone for potters living on the islands.   
During Phase 4 (cal AD 779-982) sand temper decreases in relative frequency, while 
limestone and mixed tempers increase (see Figure 42). The diversity and equitability of temper 
increased to levels that are approximately the same as for Phase 1. Similar processes may 
account for this change, as Roberts Island emerged as a ceremonial center for a dispersed 
population (Pluckhhan et al. 2015) with increasingly divergent pottery-making practices. In 
terms of surface treatment, the Phase 4 assemblage actually becomes less diverse and equitable. 
However, this is mostly due to the decline in check stamping. The richness of the assemblage 
increases with the introduction of a number of distinct types; this may also be consistent with a 
more dispersed population and correspondingly diverse pottery production.  This perhaps reflects 
increased isolation of households, although it no doubt also stems from a regional trend toward 
more variety in ceramic decoration. In Phase 4, plain pottery again became dominant, a trend 
typical of the terminal Late Woodland. 
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Figure 42: Frequency of Temper Types in Cross Comparison by Phases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 43: Frequency of Surface Treatments between Phases. 
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Variation in Vessel Form 
Test units produced a total of 64 rim sherds of sufficient size and uniqueness for MNV 
analysis. Unfortunately, the assemblages from several phases are too small for statistical 
comparison. There is little diversity among the rim sherds. The majority across all units and 
phases are open bowl shaped, with direct rims and rounded lips. Phase 1 produced one rim sherd 
and offers little insight into the manner in which vessel forms change temporally.  
Phase 2 contributes most of the rim sherds in the collection (83.3 percent of the total 
assemblage). The Phase 2 vessel form assemblage, is dominated by open bowls (62.2 percent). 
Rims are overwhelmingly direct (84.4 percent), and lips mostly rounded (55.6 percent). On one 
hand, the dominance of a single vessel form is surprising; one might expect more diversity given 
that settlement became more permanent during this interval. However, the emphasis on open 
bowls is not unusual for Florida and is consistent with the reduction in the diversity and 
equitability of temper and surface treatments during Phase 2. 
The Phase 3 MNV assemblage consists of only 10 sherds. Although the sample size is 
obviously small, there appears to be greater diversity in vessel form; open bowls still dominate 
(40.0 percent), but less so than in Phase 2.  Rims are more equitably split between direct (40.0 
percent) and folded (60.0 percent). The diversity of vessel forms in this phase may parallel that 
in surface treatments and be related to greater dispersal of the population, although the small 
sample size makes this difficult to say with certainty. 
Phase 4 only consisted of 8 sherds, also making comparisons difficult. There is very little 
variety in vessel form, with open bowls dominating (87.5 percent). Rims are more equitable, 
however, with an even split between direct (50.0 percent) and folded (50.0 percent).  
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Gross Paste Analysis  
After analysis of 2,595 sherds and microscopic analysis of ten percent of the assemblage 
(230 sherds), it is apparent that mixed temper is in fact a real category, encompassing 9.6 percent 
(249 sherds) of the total assemblages from Crystal River and Roberts Island. Use of the digital 
microscope also demonstrated that several sherds originally labeled as limestone, sand, and St. 
Johns tempers were later re-identified as mixed temper. This illustrates that macroscopic analysis 
can lead to misidentification, as the dominant inclusions bias the typology. Large limestone 
inclusions particularly bias the identification of sherds as Pasco series when other tempers might 
be present.  
Most of the mixed temper sherds contain mixtures of sand and limestone, but there is 
great variability in the proportions. For example, sherd CRU9 1160.38A has a higher density of 
limestone, with a high frequency of fine sand inclusions, evenly divided (see Figure 36). CRU9 
1160.38B, although recovered from the same unit and level, differs dramatically, with more 
dense limestone and larger particle sizes of limestone. CRU9 1145.43 and CRU9 1099.49C are 
similar to CRU9 1160.38A in that they have an even distribution of sand and limestone 
inclusions, with 15 percent of both fine sand and limestone particles and 6-14 percent of coarse 
sand and limestone particles (see Figures 18,19, 20). CRU5 644.64E contains sand inclusions 
located primarily in the center of the core with limestone inclusions surrounding it; this suggests 
that the sand temper was not evenly mixed with the limestone. The inconsistency that I observed 
in the mixing of sand and limestone tempers suggests that different production techniques were 
in practice, probably by different potters.  
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Chapter Six: 
Conclusion 
Summary 
In conclusion, the analysis of pottery from Roberts Island and Crystal River indicates that 
there was both a continuous distinction in pottery making practices and, at times, some degree of 
convergence. Although I set out viewing these as opposing hypotheses, it is clear that both 
processes were operating over the course of the site’s history, albeit to varying degrees through 
time and in relation to broader changes in settlement. Specifically, there seems to have been a 
greater convergence in pottery making traditions during periods of more nucleated and 
permanent settlement at Crystal River. Even in these episodes, however, distinct pottery making 
practices were maintained, perhaps indicating a desire to maintain separate group identities even 
while living and interacting closely (Sassaman 1998). This research has provided a better 
understand of pottery making productions at Crystal River, a better understanding of how social 
identity is expressed in the material world, and a better understanding of how changes in 
manufactured goods can correspond to shifts in social identities.  
Limitations 
 There are a few limitations to this research. I used only a portion of the sherds recovered 
from recent excavations at the Roberts Island and Crystal River middens. I also did not analyze 
sherds from older excavations in the midden or from mounds, thereby narrowing the 
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understanding of the site. However, these were analyzed by Kemp (2015), whose work I have 
cited. I also have not analyzed sherds from neighboring sites in Florida or elsewhere in the 
Southeast. A comparison of styles and manufacturing processes at contemporaneous sites would 
contribute to a broader understanding of the construction of social identity through pottery 
production.  
My research draws on communities of practice theory, which has been used mainly by 
archaeologists in the southwestern United States. As this body of theory is employed more in the 
Southeast, it will sharpen our insights into how pottery making practices were learned in the 
region.  
 Further recommendations for future researchers include the use of pXRF or instrumental 
neutron activation analysis (INAA) to better source the pottery in the Crystal River assemblage. 
An XRF analysis on the ceramics from Crystal River was conducted (Kemp 2015; Touchton 
2013); however, the sample sizes were too small to make any generalizations about the site. This 
may strengthen some of the conclusions I draw, by demonstrating that the pottery was produced 
locally, as I have assumed. It may also refine my insights by demonstrating local variation on 
clay sources and their selection.  
Applications   
This research will aid in the understanding of the social composition of this community, 
an approach that considers the cultural and material aspects of the prehistoric Crystal River 
community. Archaeologists are now able to understand the social practices of communities by 
analyzing the technological materials in the archaeological record (Garrety 2013; Roddick 2009; 
Simon and Burton 1998). This better understanding of the communities that occupied the Crystal 
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River and Roberts Island sites, will also allow for more informative signage to be developed at 
the Crystal River Archaeological State Park. This will benefit the public by providing more 
information on the communities that resided at the site for over 1,000 years. 
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% of Vessel
Diameter Orifice  Wall Fold 
MNV # FS# Site Unit Level Phase Type (cm)  Diameter  Thickness (mm) Form Rim Width Lip Other/Notes
45 693.23 8CI1 TU1 12 1 Pasco Plain 28 5 to 10 9.2 UID unrestricted Direct Flat Attrition on exterior
29 639.22 8CI1 TU1 5 2 Pasco Simple Stamped 24 25 9.6 open bowl Direct Flat
30 639.23 8CI1 TU1 5 2 Pasco Plain 20 5 to 10 7.0 open bowl Direct Rounded
31 639.23 8CI1 TU1 5 2 Pasco Plain 32 5 10.8 open bowl Direct Flat
32 639.23 8CI1 TU1 5 2 Pasco Plain 22 5 to 10 9.2 flattened globular bowl Direct Pointed/Tapered
33 645.26 8CI1 TU1 6 2 UID Incised 10 5 10.0 collared jar Folded 7.5 Flat Rim: Double fold 
with incised diagonals 
34 645.29 8CI1 TU1 6 2 Pasco Plain 26 5 6.4 restricted bowl Direct Rounded
35 645.29 8CI1 TU1 6 2 Pasco Plain 26 1 8.4 open bowl Direct Flat
36 645.29 8CI1 TU1 6 2 Pasco Plain 38 25 3.0 open bowl Direct Flat
37 645.29 8CI1 TU1 6 2 Pasco Plain 24 5 11.7 open bowl Direct Flat
38 653.16 8CI1 TU1 7 2 mixed sand and 40 10 to 15 10.6 open bowl Direct Flat Exterior Rim Sooting
limestone tempered plain
39 653.18 8CI1 TU1 7 2 Pasco Plain 22 5 7.5 open bowl Direct Rounded
40 654.25 8CI1 TU1 8 2 Pasco Plain 30 5 7.2 UID unrestricted Direct Flat Mend Hole
41 654.25 8CI1 TU1 8 2 Pasco Plain 24 5 10.6 open bowl Direct Flat
42 654.25 8CI1 TU1 8 2 Pasco Plain 18 5 10.7 UID unrestricted Direct Rounded Probably a bowl given small 
diameter, but could be a small pot
43 660.19 8CI1 TU1 9 2 Pasco Plain 22 5 9.6 UID restricted Direct Rounded Attrition on exterior
44 660.19 8CI1 TU1 9 2 Pasco Plain 30 5 to 10 9.8 UID unrestricted Direct Rounded Probably an open bowl
83 644.63 8CI1 TU5 2 2 Pasco Plain 10 5 to 10 8.2 restricted bowl Direct Rounded Attrition
84 644.63 8CI1 TU5 2 2 Pasco Plain 32 5 to 10 8.0 open bowl Direct Flat
73 645.53 8CI1 TU5 3 2 mixed sand and 22 5 7.9 open bowl Direct Rounded Attrition   
limestone tempered plain
87 656.48 8CI1 TU5 4 2 sand tempered plain 20 5 to 10 10.7 open bowl Direct Flat Slight Restriction of form, 
slight exterior sooting
88 656.50 8CI1 TU5 4 2 Pasco Plain 30 5 8.8 open bowl Direct Rounded
79 657.24 8CI1 TU5 5 2 Pasco Plain 18 1 7.2 restricted bowl Direct Rounded Undulate Rim
72 662.25 8CI1 TU5 6 2 Pasco Plain 30 5 to 10 9.6 open bowl Direct Rounded Sooting on exterior, very slight restriction on vessel form
70 663.20 8CI1 TU5 7 2 sand tempered plain 32 5 9.0 open bowl Direct Rounded Interior Sooting (One limestone inclusion)
68 678.16 8CI1 TU5 8 2 sand tempered plain 22 5 9.3 open bowl Direct Rounded Interior Sooting
65 686.22 8CI1 TU5 9 2 Pasco Plain 32 5 to 10 8.4 open bowl Direct Round lite sooting and attrition on exterior, undulate rim
66 686.24 8CI1 TU5 9 2 sand tempered plain 18 5 to 10 6.7 restricted bowl Flanged Flat Fire Clouding- Burnished
67 682.19 8CI1 TU5 9 2 mixed sand and 36 5 7.5 open bowl Direct Flat Scratch poss. From excavation on interior, Undulate rim
limestone tempered plain
97 1099.50 8CI1 TU9 4 2 Weeden Island Red 12 5 to 10 5.8 open bowl Folded 8.2 Flat Slight restriction of form, slight flange 
to interior of lip, rim fold 4.52mm fold width 8.17mm
101 1099.48 8CI1 TU9 4 2 Pasco Plain 12 5 to 10 4.6 UID restricted Direct Rounded Attrition
112 1113.36 8CI1 TU9 5 2 Pasco Plain 32 5 to 10 7.6 restricted bowl Direct Rounded Attrition exterior
100 1118.30 8CI1 TU9 6 2 mixed sand and 22 5 to 10 5.8 restricted bowl Direct Notched Attrition on exterior
limestone tempered plain
116 1135.31 8CI1 TU9 7 2 Pasco Plain 24 5 to 10 9.5 open bowl Direct Rounded dip in the lip, and attrition 
117 1135.31 8CI1 TU9 7 2 Pasco Plain 28 5 to 10 n/a open bowl Direct Flat Sooting and attrition on interior
118 1135.32 8CI1 TU9 7 2 sand tempered plain 18 5 5.4 flattened globular bowl Folded 2.1 Flat Slight fire clouding and attrition 
119 1135.32 8CI1 TU9 7 2 sand tempered plain 24 5 to 10 6.7 open bowl Notched Notched Slight sooting on exterior 
103 1146.17 8CI1 TU9 8 2 sand tempered plain 16 5 to 10 7.3 UID restricted Direct Rounded Poss. A restricted bowl
104 1146.17 8CI1 TU9 8 2 sand tempered plain 20 5 7.5 Plate/Dish Direct Rounded Undulate slightly rim 
105 1145.44 8CI1 TU9 8 2 Pasco Red 26 5 to 10 7.8 open bowl Folded 5.2 Pointed/Tapered Rim has slight fold, undulate sligtly; sooting on exterior
106 1145.42 8CI1 TU9 8 2 Pasco Plain 16 5 to 10 7.4 restricted bowl Direct Rounded Attrition
107 1160.38 8CI1 TU9 9 2 Pasco Red 24 5 to 10 9.3 open bowl Direct Rounded Attrition, rim slightly undulate
108 1160.36 8CI1 TU9 9 2 Pasco Plain 26 5 to 10 10.0 open bowl Folded 4.1 Rounded Attrition on exterior, poss. Flanged and slightly undulate
110 1160.36 8CI1 TU9 9 2 Pasco Plain 16 5 to 10 8.0 UID unrestricted Folded 2.1 Rounded Slight fold 2.1mm and attrition on exterior
111 1160.39 8CI1 TU9 9 2 Pasco Incised 16 5 to 10 5.8 open bowl Direct Rounded Rim slight ticks on rim interior,
 attrition and burnished on exterior
102 1093.44 8CI1 TU9 13 2 Pasco Plain 20 5 to 10 8.8 open bowl Direct Rounded Attrition on exterior
8 111.18 8CI41 STP6 9 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 22 5 to 10 7.5 UID unrestricted Direct rounded
9 111.18 8CI41 STP6 9 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 18 5 6.5 restricted bowl Folded 5.7 rounded slight restriction
10 112.25 8CI41 STP6 10 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 26 5 to 10 8.7 UID unrestricted direct rounded
11 112.21 8CI41 STP6 10 3 Pasco Plain 18 5 to 10 5.8 flattened globular bowl folded 9.8 rounded burnished plain
12 112.29 8CI41 STP6 10 3 sand tempered plain 18 5 to 10 7.3 open bowl Folded 4.2 rounded
13 112.14 8CI41 STP6 10 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 24 5 to 10 7.5 restricted bowl Folded 1.8 rounded
14 112.14 8CI41 STP6 10 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 16 5 to 10 8.1 open bowl folded 5.3 rounded this really a false fold (incised line)
15 112.14 8CI41 STP6 10 3 Wakulla Check Stamped 18 5 to 10 8.8 open bowl Direct Pointed/Tapered
16 112.22 8CI41 STP6 10 3 sand tempered plain 6 5 to 10 7.5 small jar Folded 5.4 Pointed/Tapered this is false fold
28 623.17 8CI1 TU1 3 3 sand tempered plain 16 5 to 10 7.5 open bowl Direct Flat
22 204.16 8CI41 STP11 8 4 sand tempered plain 26 5 to 10 5.8 open bowl false fold (incised)10.8 rounded
23 1052.01 8CI41 STP11 10 4 mixed sand and 20 5 10.1 open bowl folded 9.4 flat lug or node on rim; slight attrition on interior
limestone tempered plain
7 109.16 8CI41 STP6 8 4 Wakulla Check Stamped 18 10 8.0 open bowl folded 5 Notched
17 121.1 8CI41 STP7 5 4 Pasco Plain Plain 16 5 to 10 6.0 flattened globular bowl Direct rounded
18 132.2 8CI41 STP7 10 4 Pasco Plain Plain 28 5 to 10 8.2 open bowl folded 13.1 rounded
53 194.2 8CI41 TU8 3 4 plain sand tempered 24 5 to 10 7.7 open bowl direct rounded
55 247.22 8CI41 TU8 4 4 Pasco Plain Plain 24 5 to 10 6.4 open bowl Direct rounded
56 247.22 8CI41 TU8 4 4 Pasco Plain Plain 32 10 to 15 6.9 open bowl Direct Pointed/Tapered
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